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RIASSUNTO
Oggetto di studio dell'XI Ciclo di Dottorato di Ricerca in Scienze
Merceologiche, che è riportato nella tesi intitolata "Investigazioni chemiometriche sui
corpi acquosi della Venezia Giulia", è stata la distribuzione nelle acque e sedimenti di
specie chimiche ·che seguono cicli bio-geochimici naturali oppure sono introdotte
nell'ambiente quali inquinanti.
Gli insediamenti umani e le attività produttive comportano grandi quantità di
prodotti secondari indesiderati sotto forma di specie chimiche che vengono sovente
scaricate direttamente nei corpi acquosi dell'ambiente mediante collettori fognar~ o che
vi giungono indirettamente per effetto del dilavamento dei terreni da parte delle piogge,
oppure ancora per deposizione dall'atmosfera. Nello spirito di adempiere localmente
all'Agenda 21 proposta dalla Conferenza sull'Ambiente di Rio de Janeiro del 1992, la
qualità sia delle acque marine che delle acque dolci deve costituire un fattore prioritario
nel pianificare uno sviluppo che sia sostenibile economicamente e socialmente. Un punto
importante in questo senso è la caratterizzazione della composizione chimico-fisica delle
acque naturali, in modo da poter individuare il verificarsi di situazioni compromesse, e
prevenire possibili alterazioni nel futuro. Per realizzare questo scopo, c'è un urgente
bisogno di determinare i

live~

il destino e le dinamiche delle specie chimiche

nell'ambiente: in questo contesto, la chimica analitica ambientale e la chemiometria
possono esercitare un ruolo importante.

In questa tesi si discute sulle ricerche riguardanti la composizione chimico-fisica
di acque e sedimenti che appartengono ad un sistema complesso di interesse ambientale: i
corpi acquosi della Venezia-Giulia, cioè l'area italiana compresa tra l'Isonzo (a Nordovest) e il Torrente Rosandra (a Sud-est), e prendendo in considerazione anche il Golfo
di Trieste.
Quest'area geografica costituisce un interessante oggetto di studio, in quanto
presenta problemi molto articolati circa l'inquinamento e la idro-geochimica. C'è penuria
di dati sui metalli pesanti e sugli inquinanti

organic~

così come sui

percors~

destini e

distribuzione delle specie chimiche. In particolare, il monitoraggio dei livelli di
concentrazione ·delle specie chimiche in alcune aree dei corpi acquosi considerati, non
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controllati dal

p~to

di vista legale, può essere determinante nell'individuare le attuali

sorgenti di inquinamento, e nel prevenire ulteriori alterazioni dell'ecosistema.
Sul sistema oggetto di questo studio si sono raccolte informazioni di ordine
geografico, economico, ecologico e idrodinamico, nonchè i dati preesistenti sulla
distribuzione delle specie chimiche; su queste basi, si sono pianificati ed eseguiti
campionamenti razionali, si sono eseguite determinazioni in situ di alcuni parametri e si
son raccolti campioni per le analisi da eseguire in laboratorio. I dati

chimico-fisic~

pianificati e prodotti nei nostri laboratori, sono stati poi elaborati e interpretati. Una
seconda fonte di dati utili a quest'analisi è stata fornita da Laboratori Ufficiali, incaricati
di eseguire regolari monitoraggi.
In questa tesi si è focalizzata l'attenzione su quegli stadi della ricerca che
riguardano l'analisi e l'interpretazione dei

dat~

mentre in un'altra tesi del nostro gruppo

di ricerca [l] si so n trattati in maggior dettaglio gli aspetti della determinazione analitica
strumentale dei parametri chimici, con particolare attenzione alla qualità del dato. Il
presente lavoro indica come un approccio multivariato può risultare utile nel trattare
studi di sistemi complessi che richiedono un approccio interdisciplinare, come avviene
quanto ci si occupa di problemi ambientali. Per affrontare la valutazione di dati
sperimentali relativi al mondo reale (un sistema aperto, che per sua natura non consente
una supervisione completa ed una comprensione causale della covarianza dei parametri
dinamici esaminati), è sembrato ragionevole seguire un procedimento induttivo,
esplorativo, nel descrivere il sistema, classificare i campio~ e trovare relazioni sulla base
dei risultati sperimentali per mezzo sia delle classiche tecniche mulitvariate che dei nuovi
metodi a N-vie.
Nei tre anni del dottorato di ricerca si sono raccolti e studiati diversi set di

dat~

da diversi sottosistemi dei corpi acquosi della Venezia Giulia. La discussione è stata
operativamente organizzata raggruppando lavori riguardanti rispettivamente le acque
carsiche (Capitolo 2), le acque marine di costa (Capitolo 3), e i sedimenti marini
(Capitolo 4). La maggior parte delle specie chimiche che dalle acque passano ai
sedimenti marini attraversano in sequenza questi mezzi. Diversi sono stati i parametri
chimico-fisici qeterminati; la scelta è dipesa dalla finalità della particolare ricerca. Per
esempio, volta a volta l'interesse è stato rivolto alla determinazione dei fattori chimico-
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fisici che condizi~nano la produzione di clorofilla nella acque di costa, oppure alla
caratterizzazione di situazioni compromesse dei fondali marini nell'area del porto di
Trieste, oppure ancora alle dinamiche di alimentazione delle risorgive del Carso
2
Triestino. La scelta ha riguardato, a seconda dei cas~ specie ioniche maggiori (Ca +,
Mg2+, Na\ K+, NlL+, N0 -, N02-, Pol·, cr, S0 =), metalli in tracce (Cu, Pb, Cd, Zn,
3

4

Cr, Ni, Co, Li), inquinanti organici persistenti (quali i 16 idrocarburi poliaromatici
indicati dall'U.S.E.P.A. quali inquinanti

priorit~

oppure i policlorobifenili), parametri

chimico-fisici (pH, conducibilità, salinità), ed altri parametri quale l'ossigeno disciolto, la
silice disciolta e il fosforo totale.
Alcuni degli sforzi per produrre certi dati sperimentali e per indicare alcuni
strumenti metodologici sono stati presentati. Dati e metodi risultano utili per il lavoro
incorso :finalizzato ad ottenere una conoscenza scientifica sui corpi acquosi della Venezia
Giulia.
La raccolta di dati aveva essenzialmente come scopo:
l. la mappatura della distribuzione dei parametri chimico-fisici nell'area considerata;
2. la caratterizzazione delle tipiche dinamiche stagionali dei parametri chimico-fisici
nell'acqua;
3. l'individuazione di "anomalie", ossia di fenomeni di inquinamento, nello spazio e nel
tempo.
Strumenti metodo logici sono necessari allo studio della struttura dei dati prodotta
dalla sperimentazione, in modo da ridurre la complessità delle matrici dei

dat~

per

visulaizzare l'informazione ottenuta, per trovare le dimensioni ottimali dei modelli, e per
tener conto degli eventuali dati mancanti.
IL CARSO TRIESTINO
L'entroterra della Venezia Giulia è particolare, in quanto è costituito da un
altopiano calcareo, con un'idrologia complessa. Non ci sono importanti fiumi epigei, con
l'eccezione dell'Isonzo, sul lato a Nord-ovest; le sorgenti dell'Isonzo si trovano in
Slovenia, mentre l'estuario sbocca in Italia. Similmente, il fiume Timavo sprofonda nelle
grotte di San Canciano, in Slovenia, e riaffiora presso San Giovanni di Duino, in Italia.
La maggior parte dei corsi d'acqua di quest'area ha carattere torrentizio. Quest'area
calcarea è disseminata di risorgive, con alimentazione discontinua, com'è stato
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dimostrato segue:r:tdo l'evoluzione della temperatura delle loro acque in questi ultimi 30

anni. Va osservato che c'è il rischio che fenomeni di inquinamento prodottisi in Slovenia
si ripercuotano in territorio italiano, com'era stato rilevato dall'Azienda Municipale
fornitrice d'acqua di Trieste all'inizio degli anni Settanta. Studi e programmi di
monito raggio sulla qualità di queste acque sono ben lungi dall'essere esaurienti.
Noi ci siamo occupati delle specie chimiche, e/o dei metodi statistici che
consentano lo studio e la caratterizzazione di un sistema idrografico che è
prevalentemente ipogeo. Si è inteso verificare se l'analisi multivariata di determinazioni
multi-parametriche possa costituire una valida alternativa ai metodi classici di analisi,
basati su traccianti radioattivi e chimici, o sulla determinazione di rapporti isotopici
naturali, usati nell'ambito di studi dell'idrologia carsica Nel Capitolo 2.1, si è riportata la
valutazione dell'attitudine discriminante dei metalli in tracce rispetto alle diverse
situazioni idrologiche presentate da tre risorgive carsiche, molto ravvicinate l'una
rispetto l'altra [2]. Alcuni risultati son sembrati molto promettenti, ad esempio
l'identificazione del piombo quale elemento con la massima attitudine discrimnante per le
acque esaminate, ma non si son compiuti ulteriori studi in questa direzione, poichè il
metodo analitico impiegato è stato considerato troppo lento ai fini di esplorare un'area
più ampia. I Capitoli 2.2 e 2.3 testimoniano come sia possibile individuare i fattori
chimico-fisici che determinano le variazioni dei parametri selezionati ai fini di descrivere
l'evoluzione della qualità delle acque in undici siti di campionamento del Carso Triestino,
sottolineandone gli influssi spazio-temporali [3,4]. In particolare, il Capitolo 2.3 descrive
un'efficace strategia volta a identificare un modello basato sui principali fattori chimici,
spaziali e temporali, estratti dal set di dati considerati. Questo modello presenta buone
caratteristiche di rappresentatività e parsimonia descrittiva, ed è stato scelto dall'esame
dei possibili modelli Tucker3 e P ARAFAC.

IL GOLFO DI TRIESTE
Per quanto concerne le acque di costa, si è focalizzata l'attenzione su quella parte
del Golfo di Trieste che rientra nei confini italiani. Quest'area riceve tutti gli scarichi del
sistema oggetto del presente studio, attraverso i corsi d'acqua della Venezia Giulia, che
vi fanno afiluirè sia specie inquinanti che in genere specie chimiche dall'entroterra e dalla
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linea di costa. Particolari aspetti morfologici e idrodinamici contribuiscono a rendere
complesso lo studio della distribuzione dei parametri chimico-fisici nel Golfo di Trieste.
• La presenza della città di Trieste sulla linea di costa rappresenta una fonte di
perturbazione antropica per la qualità di queste acque. In particolare, la parte interna
della Baia di Muggia è chiusa da un sistema di dighe che proteggono il porto. Queste
dighe riducono l'azione delle correnti sul rinnovamento delle acque, col loro positivo
effetto sugli inquinanti.
• L'estuario dell'Isonzo è il fattore naturale che maggiormente condiziona
l'idrodinamica di queste acque, ed è un vettore di inquinanti dall'entroterra, dove ci sono
attività sia industriali che agricole. Il fiume apporta anche sedimenti in quest'area
piuttosto chiusa dell'Adriatico, che di conseguenza ha fondali poco profondi.
• Forti venti (la bora) consentono occasionalmente un efficace rimescolamento
delle acque.
Nonostante la pressione antropica, lungo questa costa fioriscono alcune attività
produttive, quali l'acquacultura e il turismo, che richiederebbero un'elevata qualità
ambientale. Questo fatto richiama l'importanza del monitoraggio e della mode11izzazione
della composizione di queste acque, ai fini di definirne la qualità ambientale. Questo
costituirebbe un importante fattore di successo per un'area in cui si sono verificate
numerose riconversioni delle attività industriali del passato (cantieri, raffinerie di petrolio
ecc.) a nuove attività legate al turismo (porti turistici, parchi naturali ecc.). E' necessario
acquisire una maggiore conoscenza sui fenomeni dell'accumulo di metalli pesanti nei
bivalvi o sulle fioriture di mucillagini, per una miglior comprensione delle complesse
dinamiche bio-geochimiche che determinano la composizione di queste acque marine.
Si è focalizzata l'attenzione sia su dati di inquinamento inorganico, relativi a
metalli in tracce, che sull'analisi di parametri chimico-fisici implicati nella catena trofica
degli organismi marini.
E' interessante dettagliare le dinamiche di alcuni metalli in tracce nelle acque
marine, nonchè confrontare la situazione presente con dati precedenti riportati in
letteratura. Una delle ipotesi è che i fenomeni meteorologici possano condizionare i
contenuti di tali specie chimiche; si è cercato di verificare questa ipotesi, determinando
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accuratamente i contenuti di metalli m tracce, accoppiando questi risultati alle
informazioni meteorologiche disponibili.
Si è osservato inoltre che i locali programmi di monitoraggio marino hanno
prodotto nel tempo, attraverso notevoli sforzi logistic~ un'enorme quantità di set di dati,
che richiedono un riduzione di dimensionalità, in quanto riportano valori di parametri
chimico-fisici determinati in diversi siti e in diversi tempi. Questi set di dati danno
occasione per verificare la applicabilità della PCA a N-vie ai problemi del monitoraggio
ambientale. I modelli così ottenuti sono stati testati su set di dati ambientali relativamente
semplici, così come riportati in letteratura; si è così non solo ottenuta un'interpretazione
sommaria, sia chimica che ambientale, ma anche un'indicazione che questi modelli sono
particolarmente adatti ad impostare schemi. di campionamento da impiegare nei
programmi di monitoraggio. Si sono quindi applicati numerosi modelli PC per studiare
dati di nutrienti e clorofille, al fine di spiegare alcune interazioni bio-geochimiche che
avvengono in un sistema dinamico complesso qual'è un golfo che risente delle acque di
un estuario. Il Capitolo 3.1 introduce uno studio sui metalli in tracce, condotto su acque
di costa superficiali, campionate in tre siti della Baia di Muggia, ai fini di determinare
possibili effetti meteorologici sulla loro distribuzione [5]. Si è messo in evidenza come
nel periodo piovoso il contenuto di rame e zinco sia più alto in prossimità della foce del
Rio Ospo, a causa del dilavamento dei terreni; gli andamenti nel tempo di piombo e zinco
sono stati modelizzati mediante i 'PC scores', e correlati alle piovosità mediante l'analisi
'cross-correlation'. Il piombo invece presenta una distribuzione omogenea in tutti e tre i
siti, e ciò potrebbe esser dovuto ad una sorgente comune per questo metallo, ossia la
deposizione del particolato atmosferico. Complessivamente, le acque del Rio Ospo sono
più inquinate rispetto a quelle campionate a Punta Olmi, oltre la linea delle dighe. E'
stata anche messo in evidenza l'effetto del vento nel rimescolamento delle acque, che si
riflette su una diminuzione dei contenuti di zinco. I Capitoli 3.2 e 3.3 descrivono studi su
dati ottenuti in un'estesa campagna di monitoraggio,

impostata su campionamenti

mensili sull'arco di due anni, sulla parte del Golfo di Trieste che più risente dell'influenza
dell'estuario dell'Isonzo [6,7]. Si sono trattati dati di temperatura, salinità, ossigeno
disciolto, nutrienti, e clorofille, corrispondenti a diverse profondità della colonna d'acqua

marina. In un primo approccio, si sono scartati sia i casi con valori

mancant~

che i due
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parametr, ossia gli ortofosfati e il fosforo total, che presentavano il maggior numero di
dati mancanti. Per presentare i risultati della PCA si è fatto ampio impiego di grafici,
quali i boxplots e i biplots. Quattro componenti consentivano di spiegare il 77% della
varianza totale. Il PC l descriveva gli effetti dei gradienti di temperatura e della denistà
sulla composizione chimica di queste acque di costa. Il PC2 descrive le fioriture
fitoplanctoniche dell'inizio primavera, mentre il PC3 descrive le fioriture estive-autunnali,
che si verificano in acque più calde ma con minor ossigeno disciolto. Infine il PC4 è
correlato alla decomposizione della materia organica sul fondo marino. L'evoluzione
temporale e la disposizione spaziale dei dati sono state messe in evidenza. Un ulteriore
studio è stato focalizzato sulle acque di superficie solamente, ai fini di dettagliare con più
precisione gli effetti spazio-temporali sulla composizione di queste acque. Si è applicata
una strategia che ha portato a sciegliere un modello di buona rappresentatività e buone
caratteristiche di parsimonia descrittiva, ed è stato proposto un trattamento composito
per la trattazione dei dati mancanti.
INQUINAMENTO DEI SEDIMENTI NEL PORTO DI TRIESTE E AL LARGO
Si sono prese in esame anche alcune aree del Golfo di Trieste particolarmente
esposte ad inquinamento: (l) il porto di Trieste, e (2) siti in mare aperto in prossimità dei
diffusori delle condotte fognarie. In particolare, i sedimenti marini sono stati oggetto di
vari

stud~

in quanto costituiscono il ricetto finale di numerose specie chimiche, e

possono registrare fenomeni di inquinamento, sia recenti che del passato.
Il porto di Trieste è chiuso da un sistema di tre dighe e dalle banchine di una zona
industriale; di conseguenza, le sue acque ricevono sia acque reflue urbane che scarichi
industriali. La diluizione degli inquinanti è poco efficace, in quanto queste acque sono
poco profonde (10-20 m) e chiuse dalle dighe, per cui la corrente ascensionale antioraria
che porta acque più pulite dalla costa istriana consente solo un modesto ricambio. Fino
all'inizio degli anni Novanta, sia la città che i circostanti stabilimenti industriali
scaricavano acque reflue direttamente nel mare, al più dopo un trattamento sommario. Di
conseguenza, in assenza di controlli da parte delle autorità preposte, il porto, attorno al
quale ci sono numerosi insediamenti industriaa ha ricevuto l'apporto incontrollato di
inquinanti, alcuni biodegradabili ma altri persistenti. Attualmente, la maggior parte dei
reflui sia urbani che industriali viene raccolta in un impianto di trattamento fisico-
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chimico, e convogliata poi con una condotta in mare aperto, dove diffonde, e dove
maggiore è l'effetto diluente. Altri simili collettori sono in parte operanti, in parte solo
pianificati, per servire gli insediamenti di Barcola, Monfalcone e Grado. In genere, la
velocità di accumulo degli inquinanti è maggiore nei siti di costa, in prossimità degli
insediamenti urbani e industriali, rispetto ai siti in mare aperto, e comportano un elevato
stress sulle popolazioni bentoniche. Va notato che i sedimenti immagazzinano specie
chimiche persistenti (quelle che comportano fenomeni di bioaccumulo ). Il controllo della
qualità dei fondali marini è particolarmente necessario quando le risorse marine sono
rivolte alla produzione alimentare, qual'è il caso della molluschicoltura [8]. Va anche
ricordato che in acque poco profonde, com'è il caso dell'area studiata, si compiono
sovente operazioni di dragaggio, che comportano la mobilizzazione degli inquinanti, con
elevato rischio per la vita dell'ambiente marino. Si è focalizzata l'attenzione sia sui
metalli litogenici dei sedimenti, che su quelli più tipicamente antropogenici, nonchè su
categorie di inquinanti organici persistenti quali gli idrocarburi po liaromatici che i
policlorobifenili. Il Capitolo 4.1 descrive uno studio concernente la presenza e la
distribuzione di inquinanti metallici ed organici in sedimenti di superficie campionati nel
porto di Trieste, e le loro relazioni con le alterazioni dei parametri biometrici di
organismi bentonici individuati quali bio-indicatori, da noi rilevate in quest'area [9-11].
Nel Capitolo 4.2 e riportata una mappatura dettagliata della distribuzione di alcune
specie chimiche nei sedimenti del porto, che evidenzia alcuni punti-sorgente di
inquinamento [12]. Il Capitolo 4.3 discute l'impatto che i collettori fognari, che
convogliano in mare aperto i reflui urbani e industriali, esercitano sulla composizione dei
sedimenti, in termini di specie metalliche [13]. Alcune alterazioni risalenti a più di 25 anni
fa sono state rilevate, mediante il confronto tra i dati ottenuti in carote di sedimenti
recentemente campionati in prossimità dei diffusori dei collettori fognari, e i dati riportati
in lettaratura da altri Autori, e proposti quali sedimenti di riferimento per il Golfo di
Trieste, in quanto non inquinati.
Parallelamente agli aspetti chimici e ambientali ottenuti in questi studi di casi
particolari, è possibile formulare un altro tipo di commenti sulle analisi dei dati chimicofisici ambientali~ ottenuti dalla serie di ricerche di cui si dà relazione. Da un punto di vista
metodologico, in particolare, la capacità dell'analisi dei componenti principali a tre vie,
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fatta ai fini di chi3!ire i problemi ambiemtali, è stata saggiata e messa in evidenza; in pari
tempo è stata confermata quella di altre tecniche fattoriali. In Appendice A e B sono
descritti rispettivamente l'Analisi dei Componenti Principali, e i modelli Tucker3

e

PARAFAC, che sono estensioni del PCA a problemi a tre vie, e, più in generale, ad N

vte.
Si è acquisita una certa esperienza pratica circa i problemi che si pongono
nell'analisi dei

dat~

e su questo punto si possono fare delle osservazioni generali.

Richiamando alcune idee menzionate nell'Introduzione, si può notare come i dati analitici
di buona qualità (accurat~ e ottenuti attraverso un campionamento ben pianificato)
forniscono la base per poter individuare i comportamenti delle specie chimiche negli
ecosistemi, mediante l'identificazione delle distribuzioni che si hanno dei set di dati. Si
può anche osservare che la modellizzazione dei dati è qualcosa di diverso dalla
mode11izzazione di un sistema ambientale, in quanto che le strutture dei dati richiedono
un'interpretazione che dia un significato ambientale ai risultati stessi. Ai fini di ottenere
una valida informazione ambientale, sono quindi necessari vari tipi di competenze; si
rende necessaria una strettissima cooperazione tra esperti nei vari campi riguardanti la
ricerca in atto (nei casi presi in esame, è richiesta l'esperienza del limnologo,
dell'oceanografo, degli esperti degli impianti di fornitura dell'acqua, e della depurazione,
del bentologo, e così via), nonchè dei chimici analitici e dei chemiometrici.
La presenza attiva e la cooperazione di vari professionisti non si è realizzata
completamente, a tutt'oggi, almeno per quanto riguarda i programmi di monito raggio
ambientale della Venezia-Giulia. Varie competenze sono state messe a punto per
affrontare i complessi comportamenti presentati dalle specie chimiche nell'ambiente. I
punti da tener presenti nell'affrontare problemi di tale complessità sono:
• La formazione di una rete di collaboratori (necessaria a fornire servizi e
consulenze), e
• L'abitudine a pensare in modo mutivariato, a molte-vie, considerando le
covarianze dei parametri e i diversi punti di vista.
Per quanto riguarda quest'ultimo punto, alcune applicazioni chemiometriche
multivariate e a. molte-vie ai sistemi acquosi della Venezia-Giulia sono state ricapitolate.
Gli strumenti della chemiometria sono necessari ai fini di razionalizzare e ridurre la
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dimensionalità

de~

problemi in esame, ottenendo modelli

sintetic~

e descrizioni grafiche,

anche per set di dati di elevata complessità. Il ruolo della chemiometria, spesso ignorato
dai

chimic~

è di importanza fondamentale nella comprensione dei meccanismi che

governano i sistemi studiati.
Quale risultato di questo ciclo di studi si può evidenziare come punto importante

il fatto che recentemente molti dei Laboratori che sono istituzionalmente incaricati del
monitoraggio ambientale nella Venezia Giulia hanno iniziato a ravvisare l'utilità e la
potenzialità degli strumenti

..

·

chemiometric~

grazie anche al lavoro fatto. Si sono iniziate

delle collaborazioni per elaborare i dati prodotti da questi Laboratori: è questo un
esempio di come le ricerche accademiche, sia pur condotte a costi contenuti, possano
costituire uno stimolo efficace all'affinamento dei programmi ufficiali di monitoraggio
ambientale.

x

SUMMARY

SUMMARY
Object of study of the eleventh Doctoral Course in Science of Marketable Goods,
that will be reported in the thesis entitled 'Chemometric investigations on the water
body of the Venezia Giulia', has been the distribution in waters and sediments of
chemical species which either follow natural bio-geochemical cycles or were introduced
in the environment as pollutants.
Human settlements and productive activities produce large amounts of undesired
side products in form of chemical species that are often discharged directly in the water
body ofthe environment by sewage collectors, or they reach it indirectly after the run
o:ff of rains through soils, or by atmospheric deposition. In the spirit of local
implementation of the Agenda 21 proposed by the Conference on the Environment of
Rio in 1992, the quality ofboth seawaters and freshwaters has to be object of care in the
planning of an economie and social sustainable development. One relevant step on this
way is the characterization ofthe physicochemical composition ofthe natura! waters, so
to be able to detect already occurring compromised situations, and to prevent eventual
alterations in the future. In order to reach this target, there is urgent need to determine
levels, fate and dynamics of chemical species in the environment, and in this context the
environmental analytical chemistry and chemometrics can play a role.
This thesis will discuss about investigations on the physicochemical composition
performed on some waters and sediments belonging to a complex system of
environmental concem: the water body of the Venezia Giulia, that is the Italian area
between Isonzo River (NW) and Rosandra Creek (SE), considering also the Gulf of
Trieste. This geographic area is an interesting object of study since it presents very
articulated problems for what concerns both pollution and aquatic geochemistry. There
is a lack of data about heavy metals and organic pollutants, and about the routes, fate
and distribution of chemicals. In particular, the monitoring of levels of chemicals in
some areas of the considered water body not controlled by law can be crucial to detect
present sources of pollution and to prevent further alteration of the ecosystem.
Geographic, economie, eco logical, and hydrodynamic information about the
system to be examined has been collected, as well as the previous knowledge about the
distribution of chemicals, and on these bases rational samplings were planned and
performed, some parameters were measured in situ and samples for labs analyses were
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provided. The p~ysicochemical data, planned and produced in our labs, were then
processed and interpreted. A second source of data has been provided for analysis by
officiallabs appointed for regulatory monitoring.
The thesis has been focused mainly on the steps of the investigations that deal
with the data analysis and interpretation, while another thesis of our research group [l]
has treated the instrumental determination of the chemical parameters in more detail,
with particular attention on the quality of the data. The present work shows how a
multivariate approach can be help fui to deal with studies of complex systems requiring
àn interdisciplinary approach, as it happens when one has to care about the

environment. In order to cope with the evaluation of data from the real world (an open
system where a complete overview and a causai understanding of covariance of the
studied dynamic parameters are not yet available) it seems reasonable to proceed in an
inductive, exploratory way, describing the system, classifying the samples, and finding
relationships on the basis of experimental results by means of both classica! multivariate
techniques and the new N-way methods.
During the three years of doctoral studies various data sets collected from
different subsystems ofthe water body ofthe Venezia Giulia were studied. Operatively
the discussion has been organized grouping works dealing with karstic freshwaters
(Chapter 2), coastal seawaters (Chapter 3) and marine sediments (Chapter 4). Most of
chemicals that are driven by water to marine sediments pass in sequence in these media.
The determined physicochemical parameters have been different depending on the
target ofthe specific investigation. For example, we has been interested in turn to detect
which were the physicochemical factors conditioning the chlorophyll production in
coastal waters, or to characterize the compromised situation of the sea bottom in the
harbour of Trieste or the feeding dynamics of the freshwater springs of the Karst of
Trieste. The choice has been done between major ions (i. e. Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, ~+,

N03-, N02-,

Pol·, cr,

SO/), trace metals (i.e Cu, Pb, Cd, Zn, Cr, N~ Co, Li),

persistent organic pollutants (i.e the 16 PolyAromaticHydrocarbons indicated by the
U.S.E.P.A. as priority pollutants, or PolyChlorinatedBiphenils), physicochemical
parameters (i.e pH, conductivity, salinity) and other parameters as dissolved oxygen,
dissolved silica and total phosphorus.
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Some of ~he efforts to bring some data and to indicate some methodological
tools are presented. Data and methods are useful to the work in progress of obtaining a
scientific knowledge ofthe water body ofthe Venezia Giulia.
Data collection aimed mostly at:
l) mapping the distribution of chemical-physical parameters in the considered area;
2) characterizing typical seasonal dynamics of chemical-physical parameters in water;
3) detecting 'anomalies', i.e. pollution phenomena, in space and time.
Methodological tools are required to study the structure of data produced by
experimental practice, reducing the complexity of the data matrices, to visualize the
obtained information, to find optimal dimensions of models, and to deal with the
possible missing data.
THE KARST OF TRIESTE
The inland of the Venezia Giulia is peculiar, since it presents a calcareous
highland with a complex hydrology. There are no significant epigeous rivers, with the
exception of the Isonzo River at the north western borders; its sources are situated in
Slovenija, while its estuary lies in Italy. In a similar way, the Timavo-Reka River sinks
in the caves of S.Canzian (Slo) and springs o:ff at S.Giovanni di Duino (1). Moreover,
most ofthe water courses ofthe area have torrent-like regime. The area is strewn with
springs that have no t a constant feeding, as it was demonstrated by fo llowing the
evolution of temperature of their waters some 30 years ago. It could be noticed that
there is the risk that pollution phenomena being generated in Slovenija have their results
in Italy, as it was reported by the Municipal Water Supply of Trieste in the early
seventies. Studies and monitoring programs about the quality of these freshwaters are
far to be exaustive.
We looked for chemical species and/or statistica! methods that allow to study
and characterize a hydrographic system which is mostly hypogeous. We wanted to
verify if multivariate analysis of multi-parametric determinations could be a valid
alternative for classica! methods, based on radioactive and chemical markers or on
determination of natura! isotopic ratios, within the frame of the studies of karstic
hydrology. In chapter 2.1 the examination of discriminating power of trace metals with
respect to diffèrent hydrologic situations has been performed on waters collected at
three karstic springs being very close each other [2]. Some results were promising, as
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for instance the identification of lead as the most discriminating element in the
examined pool, but further studies in this direction have not been performed, since the
analytical method being used was considered too slow for the purposes of exploring a
wide area. Chapters 2.2 and 2.3 witness how the physico-chemical factors that
determine the variations of the parameters selected to describe the evolution of the
quality of waters in eleven sampling sites in the Karst of Trieste, can be recognised,
pointing at their temporal and spatial influence [3,4]. In particular chapter 2.3 describes
an effective strategy to identify a model based on the principal chemical, temporal and
spatial factors extracted from the considered data set. This model has good fit and
parsimony performances and it was selected after the examination of the possible
Tucker3 and PARAFAC models.
THE GULF OF TRIESTE
For what concerns the coastal waters, we have focused our attention on the part
of the Gulf of Trieste lying within the Italian borders. This area is the 'sink' of our
system and it receives ali the inputs from freshwaters of the waterbody of the Venezia
Giulia, carrying into it both pollutants and other chemicals from the inland and the
coastline. Relevant morphological and hydrodynamical features contribute to make
complex the study of the physicochemical pattem of the Gulf.
•

The presence of the city of Trieste on the shoreline constitutes a source of

anthropogenic perturbation for the quality ofthese coastal waters. In particular the inner
part of the Muggia Bay is closed by the dam system protecting the harbour of the city.
The dams reduce the renewal ofthe waters and the consequent positive dilution effect.
•

The Isonzo river estuary is a major natura! conditioning factor for hydrodynamics

and a vector of pollutants from the inland where industry and modern agriculture are
present. The river brought also sediments in the semi-enclosed Adriatic Sea, making
this gulfto be shallow.
•

Strong winds contribute to occasionai mixing ofthe water column.
Despite anthropogenic pressure, some productive activities needing high

environmental quality, as aquaculture and tourism, are thriving along the coastline. This
fact makes relevant the monitoring and modelling of the water composition as indicator
ofenvironmental quality. This is an important factor ofsuccess for an area which is on a
way of conversion from the industriai reality of the past (docks, o il refmeries etc.) to
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one bonded to

t~urism

(tourism harbours, natura! parks, etc.). There is the need to

obtain a deeper knowledge on phenomena as the accumulation of heavy metals in
bivalves or the blooming of mucillages, while elucidating the complex bio-geochemical
dynamics that rule the composition pattem of these seawaters.
We have focused both ondata about inorganic pollution from trace metals and
on the analysis of physicochemical parameters invo lved in the trophic chain.
There was interest in detailing some of trace metal dynamics of the water body,
comparing also the present situation with those reported in literature. One of the
hypotheses was that meteorologica! phenomena could affect the contents of such
chemical species, and we have tried to verify it, determining accurately trace metal
contents and matching results with the available meteorologica! information.
Moreover, local marine monitoring programs produced, with big logistic efforts,
huge data sets that need reduction of dimensionality, reporting values of
physicochemical parameters as sampled at different locations and at different times.
These data sets provide an occasion to verify the suitability of N-way PCA to deal with
environmental monitoring problems. Such models bave been tested on simple
environmental data sets, as reported by scientific literature, giving summary chemical
and environmental interpretation, but also an indication that they seem particularly
suited to handle the sampling schemes used in monitoring programs. We bave therefore
applied severa! Principal Component models to study nutrients and chlorophyll data,
trying to explain some of the bio-geochemical interactions that happen in a complex
dynamic system as a gulf with an estuary. Chapter 3.1 introduces a study on trace
metals, performed on surface coastal seawaters sampled at three sites in the Muggia
Bay, in order to detect possible meteorologica! effects on their distributions [5]. lt has
been shown how during the rain period the content of copper and zinc is higher nearby
the mouth of the Rio Ospo, due to soil leachate; the temporal trends of copper and zinc
were modelled examining PC scores, and correlated to rainfalls by cross correlation
analysis. Lead has an almost homogeneous distribution in ali three sites, and this is
maybe due to a common main source of this metal, that is athmospheric deposition. On
the whole, waters nearby the mouth ofthe Rio Ospo are more polluted with respect of
those sampled at Punta Olmi, outside the dam system. Some evidence of a wind stirring
effect, diminishing the zinc contents, was detected there. Chapters 3.2 and 3.3 describe
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studies ondata from a wide monitoring campaign, covering two years with monthly
sampiings in the ltalian part of the Guif of Trieste which is influenced by the Isonzo
estuary [6,7]. Data oftemperature, saiinity, dissoived oxygen, nutrients and chlorophyll
for different depths of the water coiumn are availabie. In the first screening, cases
having missing values, and the two parameters (orthophosphates and total P) with too
many missing data were discarded. Graphics, as boxplots and biplots, were used
extensively to display the results ofPCA. Four components explained 77% ofthe total
variance. PC l described effects of the gradients of temperature and density on chemical
composition of these coastal waters. PC2 describes the early spring phytoplanktonic
bloom. The PC3 describes the summer-autumn bloom, occurring in warmer but less
oxygenated waters. PC4 is related to the decomposition of organic matter. Temporal
evolution and spatial pattem ofthe data were highlighted. Another study was focused
on surface waters only, and aimed at detailing with more precision time and space
effects on the pattem of these waters. Our strategy to select a three-way model having
good fit and parsimony performances was applied, and a composite treatment to handle
missing values was proposed.
SEDIMENT POLLUTION IN THE HARBOUR OF TRIESTE AND OFF-SHORE
We have focused our attention also on some ofthe areas ofthe Guifmost criticai
when considering pollution: (l) the harbour ofTrieste and (2) open-sea locations nearby
diffusors of sewage collectors. In particular, marine sediments were object of various
studies, since they can be considered as final repositories of many chemical species and
act as 'recorders' ofboth past and present pollution phenomena.
The harbour is semi-enclosed between a three-dam system and the wharves of an
industriai zone, so the body of these waters has received urban sewage as well as
industriai wastes. Here the dilution of pollutants is poor, due to the shallowness of the
waters (10-20 m), the enclosure by the dam-system, and the scarce renewal of the
waters by the ascending, counter-clockwise current, that brings cleaner waters from the
Istrian coast. Up to the early ninety both the city and the industriai activities of the
surroundings discharged sewage to the sea after summary treatments. In this way the
harbour - around which many of the settlements of the industriai zone were Iocated suffered for uncontrolled inputs ofboth degradable and persistent pollutants, allowed by
some lacks of contro! by the appointed authorities. Now, most of the urban and
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industriai se:wage is collected in a plant where it is subject at physical and chemical
treatments, and driven away from the shoreline by means of a pipeline and spread
offshore, where the dilution effect is bigger. Other similar collectors are either already
operating or planned to start working soon, serving the settlements of Barcola,
Monfalcone and Grado. As a rule, the accumulation rates ofpollutants are much higher
in coastal sites, nearby urban and industriai settlements, than in open-sea environments,
leading at high stress for benthic life. It should be noted that sediments are sink for
persistent chemicals, (those often relevant for bioaccumulation). The control of the
quality ofthe seabottom is particularly needed when marine resources are exploited for
food production, as in the case ofmollusc breeding [8]. At last we could remind that in
shallow waters, as it is the case of the studied area, dredging operations are often
required, but they can remobilize pollutants, with high risk for marine life. We bave
focused our attention both on metals of Iithological and anthropogenic origin and on
organic chemicals as Policyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Poli Chloro Biphenyls.
Chapter 4.1 described a study concerning presence and trends of metals and organic
pollutants in sediments of the harbour of Trieste, and their relationships with alterations
of bio-metrie parameters of benthic organisms retained as bio-indicators [9-11]. In
chapter 4.2 a detailed mapping of the distribution of some chemicals in sediments of the
harbour was given, pointing at some of the land-based sources of pollution [12].
Chapter 4.3 discusses the impact on sediment metal content of diffusors that bring off
shore sewage from urban and industriai collectors [13]. Some alterations dating back at
most 25 years were detected comparing data from short cores sampled nearby diffusors
with another data set proposed by other authors as reference for unpolluted sediments of
the Gulf ofTrieste.
Besides the chemical and environmental features obtained from the case studies,
other kind of comments about the analysis of environmental chemical physical data can
be drawn from the series of investigations that bave been presented. From a
methodological point ofview in particular the power ofthree way principal component
analysis to elucidate environmental problems was explored and highlighted, and that of
other factorial techniques was confrrmed. Appendixes A and B describe respectively
classical Principal Component Analysis and both the Tucker3 and the PARAFAC
models, that are extensions ofthe PCA to three and in generai N-way problems.
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Some practical experience about problems arising from data analysis has been
gained and some generai annotations will be done on this subject. Recalling some ideas
mentioned in the introduction it could be noted that data of good quality (accurate and
obtained from a well designed sampling pian) provide the basis to reveal the behaviours
of chemical species in the ecosystems by the identification of patterns present in the
data sets. One could note that data modelling is different from environmental modelling,
since data structures should be interpreted giving environmental meaning to results.
Then in order to provide sound environmental information, there is the need ofvarious
expertises; a very close cooperation is needed between the specialists in the field under
investigation (in the studied cases limnologists, oceanographers, plant and water supply
managers, benthologists, etc.), the analytical chemists and the chemometricians.
lndeed full presence and cooperation of different kind of professionals are not
actuated completely yet at least for what concerns environmental monitoring programs
in the Venezia Giulia. Different skills have been developed so to cope with complex
patterns and behaviours showed by chemicals in the environment. Major points useful
to face such complexity are:
•

the building of a network of coworkers (needed to provide services and

consultancies), and
•

the habit to think in a multivariate and multiway fashion, considering

covariances of parameters and different points of view.
For what concerns the last point, some multivariate and multiway applications of
chemometrics to water systems of the Venezia Giulia have been just resumed. The tools
of chemometrics are necessary to rationalise and reduce the dimensionality of the
problem under investigation, obtaining synthetic models and graphical displays also for
complex data sets. The role of chemometrics, often ignored by chemists, is of
fundamental relevance to understand the mechanisms governing the studied systems.
As a result ofthis cycle of studies it could be mentioned as an important point
the fact that recently many of the labs which are appointed for institutional
environmental monitoring in the Venezia Giulia have been alerted about the need and
power of chemometrics tools by the works done. Collaborations started in order to
process the data they produce. Some academic low cost studies could effective support
and stimulate refinements of expensive institutional monitoring programs.
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l. INTRODUCTION
Object ofstudy ofthe eleventh Doctoral Course in Science ofMarketable Goods
that will be reported in this thesis has been the distribution in waters and sediments of
chemical species which either follow natura! bio-geochemical cycles or were introduced
in the environment as pollutants. Such a study would be seen as a contribution to retine
methods and knowledge useful for the care of environment, which is a key topic for
achieving a sustainable development. Sustainable development can be defined [l] as
''the development which enables us to meet the needs of today without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own.needs". The experimental work has
been performed in the labs ofthe Analytical and Environmental Chemistry Workgroup
of the Department of Chemical Sciences of the University of Trieste, and the most
recent chemometric applications have been performed in the labs of the Pharmaceutical
and Biomedica! Analysis Department ofthe Vrije Universiteit Brussels.
1.1 WATERPOLLUTION
Human settlements and productive activities produce large amounts ofundesired
side products in form of chemical species that are often discharged directly in the water
body of the environment by sewage collectors, or they reach it indirectly after the run
off of rains through soils, or by atmospheric deposition. In the spirit of local
implementation ofthe Agenda 21 [2] proposed by the Conference on the Environment
ofRio in 1992, the quality ofboth seawaters and freshwaters has to be object of care in
the planning of an economie and socially sustainable development. One relevant step on
this way is the characterization of the chemical and physicochemical composition of the
natura! waters, so to be able to detect already occurring compromised situations, and to
prevent eventual alterations in the future. In order to reach this target, there is urgent
need to determine levels, fate and dynamics of chemical species in the environment, and
in this context environmental analytical chemistry and chemometrics [3] can play a
role.

INTRODUCTION

1.2 A LOCAL PERSPECTIVE
This thesis will discuss about investigations on the chemical-physical
composition performed on some waters and sediments belonging to a complex system
of environmental concem: the water body of the Venezia Giulia, i.e. the Italian area
between Isonzo River (NW) and Rosandra Creek (SE), considering also the Gulf of
Trieste.

Gohb di
Trieste

Golfo di Vnuia

Figure 1.1: Map of the Venezia Giulia.

Organs of this body are springs, rivers, creeks, ponds, estuaries, lagoons and wet
areas. This geographic area is an interesting object of study since it presents very
articulated problems for what concerns both pollution and aquatic geochemistry.
Its water body suffers for urban, industriai and agricultural pressure.
It presents a peculiar natura! complexity, due to the karstic nature of the inland
that implies a hypogeous hydrography, and the torrent like regime of most water
courses. Occasionally there are strong winds (bora, reaching speed up to 150-170 kmlh),
provoking the relevant mixing of coastal waters.
There is a lack of data about heavy metals and organic pollutants, and about the
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routes, fate and distribution of chemicais. Moreover, the studied regio n is situated at the
border of two countries, Italy and Siovenia, and this contingency constitutes a further
reason to know the natura! Ieveis of chemicais in the environment, so to be able to
assess and quantify the amount of chemicais coming from a country to another [4].
We have a relativeiy easy access both to sampiings, ifthere is a need to collect
new sampies, and to externai information (for instance about hydrodynamics,
meteorology, bioiogy), useful for the task ofinterpretation ofthe detected data patterns.
1.3 LACK OF DATA ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY •••
If in generai there is a lack of data about the environment quality ofthe water
system of the Venezia Giulia; in particular, it's evident that the quality of waters and
sediments not directly reievant for commerciai purposes (that is to say for drinking,
bathing and fishing mainly) is even Iess controlled. Nevertheiess the monitoring of
Ievels of chemicals in some areas of the considered water body not controlled by law
can be crociai to detect present sources ofpollution and to prevent further alteration of
the ecosystem.
Willing to fili some of the holes of knowledge about the considered system,
during the studies bere reported, we needed and obtained geographic, economie,
ecologie, hydrodynamic information about it. On these bases rational samplings were
planned and performed, collecting in situ measurements and providing materia! for labs
analyses. The physicochemical data, planned and produced in our labs, were then
processed and interpreted.
1.4 ••• BUT MANY DATA IN THE DRAWERS
A second source of data has been provided by official labs appointed for
regulatory monitoring. One could note that labs working at producing data for
regulatory purposes are often underdimensioned for what concems personnel units.
Also for this reason data ·collection doesn't parallel data analysis and modelling;
moreover this is probably due to the fact that most chemists are not educated in
applying chem~metrics, and then they ignore the capabilities of the tools of multivariate
analysis. Even when data are collected, their structures are seldom detected: there is
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almost no a\Vare~ess of the presence and meaning of latent variables, clusters of
samples and outlying data. To overcome such limits, the data should be modelled and
then interpreted giving them environmental meaning, instead of letting them lie
unstudied in some drawers. We then also looked for already available data sets, so to
analyze their structures from a multivariate point of view, and to extract more
information useful to model the ecosystems.
1.5 DATA ANALYSIS
This thesis will focus mainly o n the steps of the investigations that deal with the
data analysis and interpretation, while another thesis of our research group [5] has
treated the instrumental determination of the chemical parameters in more detail, with
particular attention on the quality of the data. Here it will be stressed ho w a multivariate
approach can be helpful to deal with studies of complex systems requiring an
interdisciplinary approach, as it happens when one has to care about the environment.
The methodological approach that will be used in the following is the inductive
approach [6] to the modelling of complex systems, that in our case are eco-systems. In
order to cope with the evaluation of data from the real world (an open system where a
complete overview and a causai understanding of covariance of the studied dynamic
parameters are not yet available) it seems reasonable to proceed in an inductive,
exploratory way, describing the system, classifying the samples, and finding
relationships on the basis of experimental results by means ofboth classica! multivariate
techniques [7] and the new N-way methods [8].
We move in the field ofmultivariate pattem recognition analysis.
The main tool used reduces the complexity of the problems under study: it is
'Principal Component Analysis', both in its 'classica!' implementations [9] and in the
newer N-way variants [10]. The main features ofthese techniques, that will be useful to
understand the case studies, will be outlined in Appendixes A and B.
Other tools that were used are Cluster Analysis [11], Ordinary Least Squares
regression [12], Canonica! Correlation Analysis [13], Linear Discriminant Analysis
[14], Cross-Correlation Analysis [15], the univariate Analysis Ofthe Variance [16] and
non parametric tests as Mann-Whitney [17], for instance.
It has to be stressed that a sound data analysis has to deal not only with the
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application of algorithms, but it has to care about criteria of sampling, and about the
quality of the data to be processed (sound protocols of sampling, preservation of
samples, and precise and accurate instrumental determinations etc.). Adequate preprocessing of the data, selection of the variables, validation and interpretation of the
mode!, ali that completes the chain that links the 'sampled reality' (that is in turn
filtered through our 'expanded senses' which are the instrumental analytical
determinations) to useful and interpretable quantitative information, in form of _'models
of reality'.
The whole chain that links reality, that is sampled and should be modelled, to the
laboratories where experimental determinations are produced, to the computer desk
where data analysis and system modelling are performed, and eventually to the office
where decision about the environmental management are taken, ali the chain should not
have weak points.
The feedback of the extraction of information from the experimental data
should:
l) produce deeper knowledge of the system under study;
2) be useful to refme the planning ofcollection ofnew data.

1.5.1 On the quality ofthe data sets
As it was already mentioned, some data sets have been produced by our
workgroup, while others have been given to us for analysis by other institutions.
The quality of the data sets could be defmed by concepts such as:
a. quality of the sampling procedures;
b. analytical quality: reliability of the measurements of a single variable:
precision, accuracy [18];
c. homogeneity of variables: different variables m the data set could be
characterized by very different analytical quality.
On the who le, the quality of the data sets has not been constant, however, for ali
the considered cases. Some comments on the previous points will follow.
a For what concerns the quality of the samplings, we could say that the

sampling pian should give a representative description for the whole system. The same
sampling pian can be accepted or rejected, depending on the aim of the particular
research (screening, refinement of discrimination, etc.). Indeed the lack of data is
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generally so big t~t data of sufficient analytical quality from almost whatever sampling
are retained as precious!
Various constraints condition the planning of samplings: the width of the
considered area, the state of the art of the knowledge about the system, the detail needed
in the characterization ofthe time evolution ofthe parameters and the system, and, last
but not least, the economie budget of the research.
When a priori information was not available, we adopted as first approximation
the criterium of collecting samples monthly in a number of sites easily reachable by a
smgle operator in short time. Often, after the first bibliographic and experimental
screening, we have been interested in focusing on limited problems (e.g. area, seasonal
situation) so to obtain a sufficient number of samplings to detail the mechanisms that
rule the routes of chemicals in the environment.
b. For what concerns the quality of the measurements, in ali the cases we
checked the homogeneity within the data set about:
•

sample pretreatment;

•

conditions of the instrumental analysis.

We can assert then that our data are precise in every case, and comparable within
the data set.
We have bigger problems ifwe want to avoid systematic errors, so to get closer
to the 'true' value and to compare our data with those of other research group. Indeed
standard reference materia! is not often easily available for environmental samples, and
interlaboratory calibration rounds are difficult to organize. Moreover natura! waters are
open systems that cannot be considered to be at the equilibrium, but rather as steady
state; we bave always to consider that physicochemical patterns of the samples are
likely to be changed with respect to those of the system from which they are taken.
Sometimes it is advisable to have in situ measurements that can be less precise, but
avoid problems ofartifacts in the samples that would be analyzed.
c. Often environmental data sets contain different kind of variables with respect
to analytical quality, since variables could either belong to different classes (parameters
measured by different instruments, concentrations, counts, degrees of a certain
graduated interval etc.), or they could represent answers of an instrument having
different sensibility to different chemical species. lt is an open problem how to cope
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with such non-homogeneity.
Further comments about the quality ofthe data sets will be done when particular
problems arise (e.g. chapter 3.3).
1.5.2 On pattern recognition and modelling
Our studies use methods of pattem recognition analysis and in few cases
modelling techniques.
Pattem recognition descriptive studies aim at detecting structures in the data
sets, and could be considered as preliminar to the building of models of the systems.
Such models, which are simple and useful representation of the reality, could aim for
instance at classifying waters in certain classes, or to regress some unmeasured property
on the basis of measured parameters. In order to be useful, models should be
interpretable, stable (independent from particular samples [19]) and predictive (for
instance to classify new samples).
Some questions could arise when starting to face a new problem: is a study that
considers the whole system (global model, i. e. ali freshwaters, brackish waters and the
Gulf) feasible with limited resources? Or initially could it be better to split the system in
subsystems, and to consider a small number of parameters to describe these parts (local
models), so to prepare the bricks that would be linked together in further steps, allowing
to obtain the desired building? When dealing with such a complex issue as that ofthe
characterization and modelling of the water quality of a hydrographic system, one is
likely forced towards the second option, and this is the present case.
Various sub-systems of the water body of the Venezia Giulia have been
considered, and this thesis constitute an effort to bring some data and to indicate some
methodological tools useful to the work in progress of obtaining a scientific knowledge
of this articulated system.
Data collection aimed mostly at:

l) mapping the distribution of chemical-physical parameters in the considered area;
2) characterizing typical seasonal dynamics of chemical-physical parameters in water
and
3) detecting 'anomalies', i.e. pollution phenomena, in space and time.
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Methodological tools are required to study the structure of data produced by
experimental· practice, reducing the complexity of the data matrices, to visualize the
obtained information, to find optimal dimension of models, and to deal with the missing
data.
1.6 PHYSICOCHEMICAL P ARAMETERS
The determined physicochemical parameters [20] bave been different depending
o n the target of the specific investigation. For example, we bave been interested in turn
to detect which were the physicochemical factors conditioning the chlorophyll
production in coastal waters, orto characterize the compromised situation of the sea
bottom in the harbour ofTrieste or the feeding dynamics ofthe freshwater springs ofthe
Karst of Trieste. A selection has been do ne between chemical and physical parameters
in each of the cases discussed in the following, since economie and operative
constraints stili condition heavily the research on environmental priorities. The choice
was done between major ions (i.e. Ca++, Mg++, Na+, K+, ~+, N03-, N02-, P04-,

cr,

S04-), trace metals (i. e Cu, Pb, Cd, Zn, Cr, Ni, Mn, Co, Li), persistent organic
pollutants (i. e the 16 PAHs indicated by the U.S.E.P.A. as priority pollutants, or PCBs),
physicochemical parameters (i. e pH, conductivity, salinity) and parameters as dissolved
oxygen, dissolved silica and total phosphorous.
1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
During the three years of doctoral studies various data sets collected from
different subsystems ofthe water body ofthe Venezia Giulia were studied.
Operatively the discussion has been organized grouping works dealing with
freshwaters (chapter 2), coastal seawaters (chapter 3), marine sediments (chapter 4).
These three classes correspond to progressively more concentrated media.

MEDIUM

CONCENTRATION

Freshwaters

Diluted

Coastal seawaters

Concentrated

Solid phase

Very concentrated
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Most of c~~micals that are driven by water to marine sediments pass in sequence
in these three media (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Some routes of anthropogenic chemicals through the environment.

1.8 AIMS OF THE THESIS
Resuming, we pursue two kinds of results:
a) more knowledge about leve l and dynamics of chemical species in the water body of
the Venezia Giulia;
b) refmement of methods of data analysis.
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2. KARSTIC FRESHWATERS
THE KARST OF TRIESTE
Where: The inland of the Venezia Giulia is peculiar, since it presents a calcareous
highland with a complex hydrology. There are no significant epigeous rivers, with the
exception ofthe Isonzo River at the north western borders; (l) its sources are situated in
Slovenija, while its estuary lies in Italy. In a similar way, (2) the Timavo-Reka River
sinks in the caves of S.Canzian-Vreme (Slo) and springs off at S.Giovanni di Duino (I).
Moreover, (3) most of the water courses of the area have torrent-like regime. The area
(4) is strewn with springs (see Figure 2.1) that have not a constant feeding, as it was
demonstrated by following the evolution of temperature of their waters [21] some 30
years ago.
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Figure 2.1: Map of the Italian Karst indicating the sampling points.
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Problems: There_ ~ the risk that pollution phenomena being generated in Slovenija have
their results in Italy, as it was reported by the Municipal Water Supply ofTrieste in the
early seventies [22]. The occasionai pollution and the inconstant quality of the waters
feeding the city provoked the search of an alternative supply for Trieste, that was found
in the deep water bearing stratum west to the Isonzo River [23]. Some further researches
were performed [24], but studies and monitoring programs about the quality of these
freshwaters are far to be exhaustive. In particular, a bibliographic research pointed out
that most ofthe studies considered only few chemical and physical parameters and that
their trends in space and time were analyzed in an uni- or at most tri-variate fashion. We
noted also that there are not studies about trace metal contents. These studies were
indeed hampered by objective difficulties: we are dealing with poorly buffered
carbonatic waters, in which the concentrations of the metals are generally low. The
preservation of samples prior to the instrumental analysis, and the limits of detection of
the most current analytical methods, are severe practical problems.

Aim of reported studies: Our specific aim has been to verify if our approaches to
environmental analyses, based on minor and trace elemehts determination and on multielement and multi-species determination could be a valid, informative, and relatively
cheap, methodology for monitoring such a complex system. We hypotize that reliable
determination of minor and trace elements could provide fingerprints for different
environmental situations that are more discriminant and sensible in comparison to those
limited to major constituents.
We looked for chemical species and/or statistica! methods that allow to study
and characterize a hydrographic system that is mostly hypogeous. We wanted to verify
if multivariate analysis of multi-parametric determinations could be a valid alternative
for classica! methods, based on radioactive [25] and chemical [26] markers, or on
determination of natura} isotopic ratios [27], within the frame of the studies of karstic
hydrology.
2.1 ARE TRACE METALS GOOD AS NATURAL MARKERS? [28]
The init~al aim was to verify if the performances of an electroanalytical method
as Differential Pulsed Anodic Stripping Voltammetry, that has been extensively applied
by our group to study coastal seawaters [29], were suitable to the determination of trace
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metals (lead, copper, zinc and cadmium) in karstic freshwaters. Samples were collected
at the three springs of the Timavo River near S. Giovanni di Duino (T l, T2 and T3 in
Fig 2.1 ), which are feeded alternatively by the 'local' watershed, or by the upper
Timavo which sinks at San Canzian (Slo) [30]. This first exploratory sampling
campaign was based on monthly samplings covering one year.
Inspection ofbox-plots [31] (see Figure 2.2) showed that the distributions ofthe
concentrations of lead and copper are different for the three sites; in particular medians
(*) for site T l are higher than those for T2 and T3. An examination of the temporal
occurence of upper outliers (O) and extreme values (E) for the data obtained by
electroanalysis reveals that they has been detected ali in spring or summer time.
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Figure 2.2: Boxplots ofPb, Cu, Zn and Cd as determined in TI, T2 and T3.
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The comp1.:1tation ofMann-Whitney U statistics [32] (see Table 2.1) performed
to check if collections of data sampled at 2 sites belong to the same populations for each
of the metals supports the hypothesis that lead and copper contents in site Tl are
different from those in T2 and T3 (e.g. the probability that contents of Pb and Cu
compared for T l and T2 belong to the same population is less than 9%).

u
27.5
27.0
48.5
43.5

Pb

Cu

Zn

Cd

Sites Tl-T2
2 tail.prob.
0.0892
0.0892

0.9118
0.6305

u
-48.0
34.5
48.0
45.5

Sites T2-T3
2 tail.prob
0.9ll8

0.2475

0.9118
0.7394

Sites Tl-T3
2tail. prob

u

29.0
39.0
47.0
46.0

0.1230

0.4359
0.8534
0.7959

Table 2.1: Mann-Whitney statisties comparing metal concentrations for couples of sites.

The examination ofthe dendrograms from Cluster Analysis [33] (see e.g. figure
2.3) evidenced that the seasonal effects are evident and magnify the discriminations
between sites: samples collected in Tl during spring-summer months are clearly
different from ali the others.
Resealed Distanee Cluster Combine
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Figure 2.3: Dendrogram obtained by the complete linkage method using the four metals, as detennined in
T l, T2 and T3. The variables were standardized and the squared euclidean distance was used.
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The three springs, which are very close (less than 50 meters) to each other,
nevertheless present different hydrologic situations (TI having a visibly slower water
flow), and this is reflected in turn by different metal patterns.
2.2

CAN

WE

PHYSICOCHEMICAL
DETERMINATIONS

EFFECTIVELY
PATTERN
OF

MINOR

OF

FOLLOW
THE

DYNAMICS

WATERS

ELEMENTS

AND

BY

OF

COUPLING

MULTIVARIATE

ANALYSIS? [34]
As a further step, since we detected a seasonal effect conditioning the chemical
pattem of these freshwaters, we decided to collect samples in specific hydrologic
situations, so to gain a more detailed knowledge about this water system.
Samplings were focused in the period of autumnal rains, for a total of 5
sampling exits with weekly frequency from September to October. The number of
sampling sites was extended from 3 to 14, ranging from the Isonzo River to Rosandra
Creek, covering different kinds of freshwaters, rivers, ponds and springs (Figure 2.1 ).
In this occasion the parameters chosen were temperature, pH and conductivity
(ali determined in situ), and chlorides, nitrates and sulphates (ali by High Performance
Ion Exchange Chromatography). The anions, which have marginai relevance in
classica! studies on karstic waters, were chosen since they can be determined by an
accurate, rapid and relatively unexpensive method, and they are not very much affected
by carbonatic equilibria, that is to say that they bave conservative characteristics [35].
The inspection of univariate plots showed that three of the sites had very different
composition from the others, being either situated in a different lithological context (RO
and OS), or influenced by brackish waters (AU). The multivariate study was then
focused on the other eleven sampling points nearby Monfalcone.
Dendrograms from Cluster Analysis (e.g. see Figure 2.4) showed:
l) the distinction between springs (clusters A and B) and rivers (IS and VI, clusters C
and D);
2) the

distinc~ion

between northem karstic springs c lo se to the Isonzo River (cluster A:

mainly DD, PR, SB, and rv1N) and southem springs (cluster B: Tl, T2, T3, SD and
MS); some southem springs were occasionally present in cluster A .
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3) that some co~tiguous sites are clearly different (MN/MS).
Moreover Principal Component Analysis allowed us:
4) to identify the two main factors explaining the variance of the data set (those
discriminating between sampling sites) by mean of the Principal Component
loadings (Table 2.2); the first principal component is related to the content of ionic
species in the waters, while the second to temperature and pH;
5) to follow the temporal evolution of the physico-chemical pattem at different sites
examining the PC scores (Figure 2.5); scores forali springs- but only for particular
dates - show a shift towards negative values of PC l, that is to say toward a
composition similar to that of Isonzo river. The northern karstic springs are clearly
influenced by the Isonzo watershed and are more affected by seasonal condition. In
fact most ofthe samples collected at DD, PR, SB and MN during Oct. 21st and 29th
bave PCI scores very similar to those ofiS.
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PC1
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pH

Cond.
Cl
N03
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%ex .var.

PC2
0.861

0.171
-0.231

~0.899

61.0

0.384
0.568
0.122
0.164
17.6

0.644
0.714
0.891
0.923

Tabie 2.2: Varimax rotated factor loadings for PC l and PC2, and their expiained variance (%).
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Figure 2.5: Factor scores (i.e. individuai observations) plotted in the two dimensionai space expressed by
the two extracted PCs.

In particular the PC score plot gave abundant and easily visualizable information
about temporal evo lution, beside spatial distribution, of the physicochemical pattem in
this complex network of springs. Ali this was obtained with relatively inexpensive
instruments.
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2.3 SEARCHING FOR A THREE-WAY MODEL OF SPATIAL AND
SEASONAL VARIATION OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION [35].
New sampling exits were done dwing springtime; summed to the autumnal ones
they g1ve a total of 11 samplings; the same 11 sites retained for the previous
multivariate analysis were considered. On this occasion, the ten measured
physicochemical parameters were conductivity, pH, temperature, chlorides, nitrates,
sulphates, calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium. Alkaline and alkaline-earth
~etals

were determined by atomic absorption.
In this case two extensions of PCA that account for the three-way structure of

the data array (a single datum is identified by the value of a physicochemical parameter,
a sampling time and a sampling station) were applied. They are namely the Tucker3
[36] and PARAFAC [37] models (see Appendix B). There was interest in verifying
which were the performances of such methods, that extract principal components for
each of the modes/ways that describe the data array (i.e. mode of physicochemical
parameters, mode of sampling times and mode of sampling stations), when applied to
environmental data matrices.
The Tucker3 model points at what physicochemical component is relevant in a
certain time component and in a certain component describing the spatiallstation
pattem. The relevance of each of such interactions between components of different
modes is stored in the 'core' array ofthe model.
Only very few application of these methods to environmental problems are
reported in literature and there is a lack of a well established strategy to explore the data
structure, i.e. to detect which is the dimension (total number of components to be
selected) ofthe model. Usually models with low complexity and high fit are wanted and
a compromise is needed since the fit increases with the complexity ofthe model. Fitting
was measured by the ratio between modelled sum of squares and total sum of squares,
while complexity was measured by the product of possible interactions between
components of different modes (product of number of components for each mode).
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Ali Tucke~3 models- from l to 125 possible interactions of components for this
data set- were explored with respect to both fitting and complexity (Figure 2.6).

80
fie

C'"

60

-~c. 40
~ 20

o
(r*s*t)

Figure 2.6: Diagram ofthe modelled sum of squares (%) as function ofthe number of components in the
different modes for the considered Tucker models. The sum ofsquares ofthe model with
(2,2,2) components is indicated by an arrow.

The model with two components in each of the modes was selected as the best
compromise between the above mentioned criteria. Tucker3 models having the same
number of components for each mode and superdiagonal structure of the core are called
pseudo PARAF AC [38] models. The opportunity to build a simpler PARAFAC mode!
was then verified trying to diagonalize the core array. After rotation, the core array
showed a high degree of diagonality (98.44% ). This means that the interaction between
frrst components for each mode is relevant, and the same holds for that between second
components; moreover there is not significant interaction between first and second
components of different modes. Such results pointed at the suitability of a PARAFAC
model for the considered data set. The PARAF AC model having two trilinear
components (called triads) was then computed, in order to describe the physicochemical
pattem ofthese waters. The two components are independent andare characterized each
by its own physicochemical loadings, temporalloadings, and spatialloadings indicating
the sampling stations.
The first triad (Figure 2. 7) describes a variation of composition detailed by the
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loadings of Al: there is a contrast between temperature and salinity and pH and
magnesium conterìt. The loadings of Bl show a contrast between the southem spring
nearby S.Giovanni di Duino and the northem springs, more influenced by the Isonzo
River. A spatial gradient links the two poles (Tl, T2, T3, SD and MS at south-east and
IS northward). Loadings of Cl show that there isn't a significant temporal variation
related to this triad. These chemical and spatial variations are constant in the two
considered seasonal situations. In fact we verified that in generai southem spr~g waters
are warmer, more acidic, and richer in ions, with the exception ofMg2+ when compared
to the northem ones.
The second triad (Figure 2.8) shows how T and pH are related to the ionic
contents, and how this factor is dependent from the different seasons, but not from
spatial position of the sites.
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Figure 2.7: Plot ofthe loadings ofthe frrst trilinear component.
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The choice of complexity/dimensionality of the

model reflects our

comprehension of the structure of the information present in the data set. The proposed
strategy for choosing the dimensionality ofthe 3-way model seems to provide a reliable
tool for exploring the data arrays defmed by 3 modes (i. e. physicochemical parameters,
sampling times, stations), which can bave more generai applications.

2.4 OTHER STUDIES:

COMPARISON BETWEEN WATERS SAMPLED AT CONTIGUOUS

SITES

Two data analyses were performed in order to detail the discrimination between
the contiguous sites that was revealed by the two previous studies. In one ofthem [39]
the focus was on the two springs at the border between the two kind of karstic water
detected in chapters 2.2 and 2.3. Copper and lead were determined beside major ions, so
to evaluate the discriminating attitude ofthese trace parameters. For the studied data set,
Linear Discriminant Analysis and PCA revealed that these trace metals were not suited
for discrimination. In the other analysis [40] the difference between the water quality of
a bimillenary rolnan spring with respect to that of the passing by epigeous torrent was
highlighted.
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Another ~ta set about the quality of the Vipava River during the last ten years,
was examined [41]. It has been produced by Slovenian authorities during a monitoring
at its sources and immediately before the Italian border.
Physicochemical parameters, nutrients, BOD5 and COD, were measured fora total of
93 samplings in IO year and two stations. The difference between waters sampled at the
two stations is shown by cluster analysis that clearly groups the samplings according to
the stations. PCA performed for each station extracts factors that are interpretable in
terms of natura! seasonal factors conditioning the chemical pattern, or as factors of
pollution. Unfortunately the poor planning of the collection of samples (unbalanced
with respect to seasons and frequency), doesn't allow the detection of meaningful
variation along the years.
2.5 COMMENTS AND DEVELOPMENTS
Data about many parameters, measured by chemists of the Municipal Water
Supply of Trieste (ACEGas S.P.A.) from 1991 on with monthly frequency, at 7
sampling stations, partially coincident with those that we have already considered, were
recently given to us for analysis. Time series analysis, beside multivariate analysis,
should provide a further insight in dynamics of chemical pattem of this system This
analysis could be a preliminar step before parametrization of a hard model aimed at
explaining the variation of chemical composition in time.
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3. COASTAL WATERS
THE GULF OF TRIESTE
Where: For what concems the coastal waters, we will focus our attention on the part of
the Gulf of Trieste lying within the Italian borders. This area is the 'sink' of our system
and it receives ali the inputs from freshwaters of the waterbody of the Venezia Giulia,
carrying into it both pollutants and other chernicals from the inland and the coastline.
Relevant morphological and hydro dynamic features contribute to make complex the
study of the physicochemical pattem of the Gulf.
•

The presence of the city of Trieste on the shoreline constitutes a source of

anthropogenic perturbation for the quality ofthese coastal waters. In particular the inner
part ofthe Muggia Bay is closed by the dam system protecting the harbour ofthe city,
and this fact reduces the renewal of the waters and the consequent positive dilution
effect.
•

The Isonzo river estuary is a major natura! conditioning factor for hydrodynamics

and a vector of pollutants from the inland, where industry and modero agriculture are
present. The river brought also sediments in the semi-enclosed Adriatic sea, making this
gulf shallow.

•

Strong winds contribute to episodic mixing ofthe water column.
Beside institutional checks of the suitability of coastal waters for bathing [42],

the first studies on the quality of the surface seawaters were performed in terms of
heavy metals during the late seventies [43]. In those years the Thalassographic Institute
of Trieste (an Institute belonging to the National Research Council) started systematic
monitoring of nutrients [44]. A further impulse was given in the early ninety by the
birth of the Laboratory of Marine Biology (LBM), a consortium between University,
Municipality and District Administration of Trieste, devoted to study the quality of
these seawaters. In particular it has been charged of performing physical, chernical, and
biologica! oceanographic determinations within the PRISMA (Progetto di Ricerca per la
Salvaguardia del Mar Adriatico) monitoring programs, in a wide area covering the Gulf
ofTrieste.
Problems: Despite anthropic pressure, some productive activities needing high
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environmental quality, as aquaculture and tourism, are thriving along the coastline. This
fact makes relevant the monitoring and modelling of the water composition as indicator
of environmental quality. This is an important factor of success for an area which is on
the way ofconversion from the industriai reality ofthe past (docks, oil refmeries etc.) to
one bonded to tourism (tourism harbours, natura! parks, etc.) [45]. There is the need to
obtain a deeper knowledge on phenomena as the accumulation of heavy metals in
molluscs or the blooming of mucillages, while elucidating the complex bio-geochemical
dynamics that rule the compositional pattem of these seawaters.

Aims of reported studies: We have focused both on data about inorganic pollution
from trace metals and on the analysis of physicochemical parameters involved in the
trophic chain.
There was interest in detailing some oftrace metal dynamics in this subsystem
ofthe water body, comparing also the present situation with those reported in literature.
One ofthe hypothesis was that meteorologica! phenomena could affect the contents of
such chemical species, and we have tried to verify it, determining accurately trace metal
contents and matching the results with available meteorologica! information
Moreover, local marine monitoring programs produced, with big logistic efforts,
huge data sets that need rationalization, reporting values of physicochemical parameters
as sampled, at different locations and at different times. These data sets provide an
occasion to verify the suitability of N-way PCA to deal with environmental monitoring
problems. Such models have been tested on simple environmental data sets, as reported
by scientific literature [46,4 7], giving only summary chemical and environmental
interpretation, but at the same time an indication that they seem particularly suited to
handle the sampling schemes used in environmental monitoring programs. We have
applied severa! Principal Component models to study nutrients and chlorophyll data,
trying to explain some of the bio-geochemical interactions that happen in a complex
dynamic system as a gulfwith an estuary.
3.1 THE HEAVY METAL PATTERNS IN SURFACE COASTAL WATERS OF
THE MUGGIA BAY: DOES METEOROLOGY AFFECT THEM? [48]
The first contribution to the knowledge of the mechanisms governing the quality
ofthe waters in the Gulfhas been a study on a set of data collected in 1987-88, at three
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sites on the shoreline ofthe Muggia Bay, along the southern Italian part ofthe Gulf.

...__.___,
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Figure 3.1: Map ofthe Bay ofMuggia, indicating the sampling points.

This work prosecuted older studies [49,50]

about the heavy meta!

contaminations of these coastal waters. The three sites were chosen on the basis of
previous studies, retaining those labelled asPO and OS in Figure 3.1 respectively as the
outer less polluted reference site, and the inner more polluted one; MU is in
intermediate position. Samplings covered one year with a ten days frequency (36
samples for each site) and the determined metals were Cu, Pb, Zn and Cd.
The statistica! treatment of trace metals data allowed to point out some features
of the dynamics in Muggia Bay as related to meteorologica! factors. Uni- and multivariate analysis showed different metal patterns for sites inside (OS and MU) and
outside (PO) the dam system. The examination of metal concentrations, reported as
box-plots for the different sites in Figure 3.2, shows how the highest concentrations

were in generai measured in the inner site OS. Since it is situated nearby the mouth of a
creek, such high values witness that also modest freshwater inputs are a vector of
pollution from terrigenous elements, due to soil leaching. It could be noted the
synchronicity of presence of outliers for copper in the three sites, with decreasing values
moving away from the river mouth; this suggests the occasionai relevance of the creek
in defming water quality in the whole bay.
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Figure 3.2: Boxplots ofPb, Cu, Zn and Cd as determined in PO, MU and OS.

Principal Component Analysis showed different patterns of metal loadings
(see Table 3.1) for sites OS and MU inside the dam system and PO lying outside it.

Cu
Pb
Cd

Zn

os

MU

PO

PC l

PC2

PC l

PC2

PCI

PC2

0.658
0.833
0.651
0.083

0.088
-0.064
0.317
0.971

0.850
0.236
-0.063
0.831

0.072
0.745
0.846
0.082

0.869
0.333
-0.150
0.852

0.285
0.727
0.771
-0.139

Table 3.1: Varimax rotated factor loadings for the first two PCs extracted respectively for PO, MU and OS.

In site OS we could find relationships between PC l scores and rainfall values
(Figure 3.3). Thè examination ofthe cross correlation function [51] computed for PCI
scores and rainfalls shows a maximum for lag

= -2 (pxy = 0.40 with an estimated
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standard error of 0.17), showing how measured rainfalls variations tend to have a delay
of 20 days

(2 time the

interval between samplings) with respect to those of PC I. We

interpreted this finding claiming for an influence ofthe watershed ofthe creek that can
bring to the coast some 'information' from th~ inner countryside {as, for instance, rains
not recorded in coastal locations, washing soils). It was also demonstrated how PC l
scores are positive during the rainy season and negative during the dry one, testing this
mode! with a data set collected in another sampling campaign.
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Figure 3.3: Left axis: PC l scores for Site OS during l year campaign (lO day sampling frequency, from
Sept 88 to Oct 89); right axis: rainfall values (mm) cumulated over 3 days before each
sampling day.

In site PO, outside the dam system, there was some evidence of wind stirring
effect, resulting in lower metal contents; this evidence was obtained by examining the
PC2 scores.
Zinc and copper showed correlated values in this study, while lead distribution is
singular; it seems to be very similar in each ofthe three sites, confirming the hypothesis
of a common main source, the atmosphere, for this element, likely from anti-knocking
fuel additives. There is the possibility to compare [52] these results with both older
(76/77) and newer (92/93) samplings for stations OS and PO (Figure3.4). As a rule the
inner site OS is more polluted than PO, and for Pb and Cu the newest samplings have
average concentrations clearly lower than the older ones.
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Figure 3.4: Yearly average values (in ppb) ofheavy metals detected in seawaters sampled at two sites in
the Bay ofMuggia during three sampling campaigns.

3.2 PHYSICOCHEMICAL DATA DESCRIBING COASTAL WATER QUALITY
IN THE GULF OF TRIESTE: HOW CAN ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLEX
PATTERNS BE RECOGNIZED AND INTERPRETED? [53]
Chemists of the LBM produced a data set reporting data of physicochemical
parameters in the context of a broad study on the quality of the waters in the Adriatic
Sea. Temperature (indicated in the plots as TEMP), pH, salinity (SAL), dissolved
oxygen (02), nitrogen as ammonia (NH3), nitrites (N02) and nitrates (N03), dissolved
silica (SiOX), chlorophyll-a (Chlo.a) and phaeopigments (Phaeop.) were measured from
samples collected in 16 sites (Figure 3.5) spread from Muggia bay to the offshore of
Grado, at different depths of the water column. The samplings were collected with
monthly frequency from April1995 to March 1997.
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Figure 3.5: Map ofthe Gulf ofTrieste, indicating the 16 sampling sites.

The information contained in such a collection of data is hard to be managed
synthetically, and it's particularly difficult to understand the covariance of parameters,
and the dynamics of chemicals at different sites. For these reasons one needs to apply
multivariate techniques aimed at reduction of dimensionality ofthe problem.
In order to detect the pattem of the data array, we bave made use of well known
tools of exploratory data analysis such as Principal Component Analysis, biplot [54,55]
and boxplot graphics. The PCA extracted four latent variables baving eigenvalues
bigger than unit, explaining 76.6% ofthe total variance ofthe data set. They bave been
meaningfully interpreted.
The first PC (explaining 26.37% ofthe total variance) has the highest loadings
for salinity (negative sign), ammonia, nitrate and silicate. Boxplots for PCI scores of
each layer, in the 16 sampling stations (see Figure 3.6), show tbat surface samples in
sites labelled from 9 to 12 bave clearly higher scores than ali the others. These sites are
situated in the proximity ofthe Isonzo river mouth, so tbat we bave evidence of a strong
contribution to this component by :freshwater input in the Gulf, bringing nutrients and
silicate. We note an almost systematic variation according to the depth: scores decrease
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starting from the surface to the two intermediate layers, and increase again in the deep
seabottom waters (> 20 m).
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Figure3.6: PCI scores plotted as boxplots ofsampling depths clustered according to the different stations
(O = outliers, * = extreme values, labelled by months).

The temporal pattem of the outliers was well explained examining the total
dispersion of temperature values for each month, that indicates the eventual presence of
gradients oftemperature/ density or of conditions promoting the water column mixing.
The increase of PC l scores at the seabottom was interpreted recalling the
reducing environment caused by decomposition of organic debris, consuming oxygen
and delivering nitrogen in reduced form; relatively high ammonia values occur when
the warm water is less oxygenated and the organic matter from phytoplankton is
abundant.
On the whole we can see PCl as describing effects of the gradients of
temperature and density (thermohaline discontinuity) on the chemical composition of
these coastal waters influenced by the Isonzo estuary.
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The examination ofthe loadings ofthe second (20.84% expl.var.) and the third
(17.24% expl.var.) PCs reveals tbat both ofthem bave high absolute values in the same
variables, namely temperature, dissolved oxygen, nitrite, chlorophyll a and
pbaeopigments, which are degradation products of chlorophylls. Chlo.a and Pbaeop.
bave same sign in both components. In the PC2, 02 and N02 bave the same sign of
pigments, while temperature has opposite sign; ali these signs are inverted in PC3.
Scores of samples and loadings of variables are drawn together in the bip lot reported in
Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Biplot ofPC2 and PC3.

Samples are plotted so to bave, in the graph, distances among them
approximated by least square fit of rank two, while distances between variables are the
squared root of the so called Mahalanobis distance. Small angle between vectors
identifying objects (samples and/or variables) in the biplot means strong association
between them. Chlo.a and Pbaeop. are situated nearby the bisectrice of the first
quadrant ofthe cartesian piane defined by PC2 and PC3; TEMP (second quadrant) and
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02 (fourth quadrant), are situated on an axis orthogonal to that bisectrice. N02loadings
are only slightly different from the ones of 02, showing how 02 measurements reflect
redox tendencies within the water environment. Phaeop. loadings are similar to the ones
ofChlo.a
The scores for each of the four considered depths are plotted in Figure 3. 7 with
different symbols, in order to recognize eventual depth effects on the scores. A group of
samples collected close to the deep seabottom (> 20 m) is found in the direction of
TEl\1P. Two clusters are found on the line opposing TEl\1P and 02. Towards the TEl\1P
lòading we note the presence of a cluster consisting of summer-autumn samples, while
towards 02 we detect samples from winter and early spring. To elucidate this temporal
evolution ofthe components, we plotted in Figure 3.8 the means ofthe scores for each
month, linking them by spline interpolation [56]. We see that the system oscillates
between the second and fourth quadrants, with exceptional incursions (Dee. 96) into the
frrst one.
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The second and third components can be interpreted mainly as describing the
yearly evolution of chlorophyll production in the gulf, and indirectly the primary
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production of organic carbon by phytoplankton, that is the basic level of the trophic
chain in a marine ecosystem. In particular, PC2 describes the early spring
phytoplanktonic bloom (positive loading for Chlo.a) occuring in cold and oxygenated
waters. The loading of Phaeop. is even higher than that of Chlo.a, witnessing huge
production and degradation of photosynthetic molecules. The PC3 describes the
summer-autumn bioom, occurring in warmer but Iess oxygenated waters. Mild winter or
early-spring conditions can resuit in exceptional chlorophyll production. Probably a
criticai combination of dissoived oxygen, temperature and light penetration into the sea
triggers this effect: further studies are required in order to clarify this issue.
The loadings ofthe fourth PC (12.23 % e.v.) with highest absoiute values are
dissolved oxygen (negative sign) and the two reduced form of nitrogen, ammonia and
nitrite. The examination of the PC4 scores in different sites shows that the four sites
more influenced by the river (labelled from 9 to 12) present the Iowest values. We can
reasonably conclude that this is due to the input of Isonzo estuarine waters, more
oxygenated than marine ones. In order to achieve a deeper insight about the meaning of
this PC, according to the distribution of its scores in space and time, we focused our
attention on seven sampiing stations (labelled from 2 to 8) of the centrai part of the
Guif, ali having 4 sampling depths. Scores clustered by depth, reported as different
boxpiots for each ofthe sites, are displayed in Figure 3.9; in this figure we see that the
vaiues are the highest at the seabottom, where dead marine organisms decay and
decompose, with consumption of oxygen and deveiopment of reduced nitrogen species.
The examination of distribution in time of the upper outliers reveals how the
observations for PC4 are linked with those ofthe previous two Pcs. The 83.3% ofthese
outliers correspond to the vertices of the time triangie of chlorophyll production shown
in Figure 5, i. e., Dee. 96, April96 and Oct. 95. We interpret therefore the PC4 as being
reiated to the decomposition of organic matter, which is not limited to the seabottom,
but can be relevant also in the water column, especially during algal blooms. As we
stated concerning PC l, there is evidence that during Oct. 95 an important mixing of the
water coiumn was in progress, possibiy bringing up to the surface most ofthe ammonia
generated from organic matter decomposition in deeper layers. The Iower outliers were
registered at th~·surface Iayer at sites 4 and 7 on June 95. Cieariy a piume oflow density
and well oxygenated estuarine waters reached these sites during the rainy spring.
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This model can be considered as a starting frame on which more sophisticated
models will be developed, aiming at endowing the local authorities with instruments
adequate for performing an effective statistica! contro! ofthe coastal water quality.
3.3

AN

IMPROVED

METHOD

OF

DATA

ANALYSIS

FOR

BIO-

GEOCHEMICAL INTERACTIONS IN SURFACE WATERS OF THE GULF OF
TRIESTE: 3-WAY PCA [57]

In order to detail the dynamics of physicochemical parameters in the Gulf,
highlighting the precise temporal and spatial conditions in which a certain
physicochemical factor is relevant in conditioning the pattem of the coastal seawaters,
Tucker models has been applied to our data. This study, as the one reported in Chapter
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2.3, has to be seen in the frame of our effort to outline a sound scientific strategy
appropriate to guide the building ofN-way models with environmental data that were
sampled according to a N-way design.
We have decided to start studying a subset of the array considered in Chapter
3.2. The overall data set was biased by the presence of severa! missing data, as it often
happens in real field surveys.
Since the missing data should be reasonably estimated in order to give
interpretation to the results of the obtained 3-way model having true environmental
meaning, a sub set covering the surface waters nearby the city of Trieste, and being
characterized by relatively few holes, has been selected. It is the three-dimensional array
of data about Il physicochemical parameters (temperature, pH, salinity, dissolved
oxygen, nitrogen as ammonia, nitrites and nitrates, phosphorus as orthophosphate and
total phosphorus, dissolved silica, chlorophyll-a and phaeopigments), measured on
samples collected monthly during two years at the eight stations labelled from l to 8 in
Figure 3.5. With such a relatively small data set, having 7% ofmissing entries, we could
check if the computed estimates for these values were reasonable.
The different steps followed in building a 3-way Tucker model were described:
handling of missing values, selecting the appropriate number of components, and
discussion the graphic output of the model. Three different classes of undetermined
values were identified; namely they correspond to (l) data below the detection limit, (2)
data of a chemical parameter that is missing forali the stations fora certain month, (3)
the remaining missing data. The thr~e classes were handled using respectively (l)
substitution with random numbers ranging from the d.l. to a value two order of
magnitude smaller than the d.l. [58], (2) error-in-variables regression methods [59]
using data measured in situ by a multiparametric probe as predictors, and (3) an
algorithm, based on the expectation -maximization principle, built in the software used
to compute the Tucker3 model [60].
The choice of the number of components to be retained has been done
examining Figure 3.l O, looking for the best compromise between fit, parsimony and
also interpretability, as in Chapter 2.3.
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This time the mode! chosen uses 3 components to describe the physicochemical
pattern, l component to describe the spatial pattern, and 3 components to describe
temporal variations. We called this model (3,1,3). Such choice has been confumed by
optimization of the variance of squares of the core of a mode l having 4 components in
each mode [61].
First we will discuss the components of each mode separately, and then the
relevance ofthe interactions between the different modes will be addressed.
The loadings describing the pattem of the physicochemical information of the
data set are columns ofmatrix A andare reported in Figure 3.11.
The first component Al has high positive loadings of temperature, and high
negative loadings for dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll-a, phaeopigments and nitrite. This
Iatent variable explains some of the effects of the temperature on the composition of the
waters. The contrast in sign between the temperature of water and the amount of
dissolved gases can be explained by the fact that a gas dissolves Iess at high
temperature. The contrast between temperature and chlorophyll is interpreted in term of
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activities ofphyt9plancton in seawaters, which is particularly relevant for the algal
bloom of early spring [62], when waters are cold and rich in oxygen. The loading of
nitrite (intermediate oxidation state for nitrogen) is Iinked to the Ioading of dissolved
oxygen.
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Fig. 3.li: Loadings of each physicochemical variable on the three components of matrix A.

Salinity is positively loaded on the component A2, while temperature, nitrate
and chlorophyll-a have high negative loadings. Since the Gulf receives an input of
freshwaters from the Isonzo river, this latent variable can be interpreted as being related
to the river input of relatively warmer water of low salinity, rich in nitrate, from
leachate of agricultural soils. Nitrates are nutrients feeding the phytoplancton, which in
turn produces chlorophyll pigments.

The negative loadings of oxygen and nutrients (N03 and P04) on A3, and the
positive ones of salinity, chlorophyll-a and phaeopigments, suggest that the third latent
variable could be explained in terms of metabolic and catabolic activity of planctonic
species. In fact the phytoplancton consumes N0 3 and P04, producing chlorophylls; the
decay of dead .organisms consumes dissolved oxygen, and produces phaeopigments. Ali
this happens when waters have relatively high salinity.
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To describe the spatial information, that constitute the second mode ofthe array,
a single component B l has been extracted, and the loadings of each sampling site are
reported in Fig. 3.12.
It can be observed that ali loadings have a positive sign, which means that this
component simply ranks all stations; such a component is sometimes called 'size
component' [63]. We note that sites being spatially near have similar loadings, so that
the stations could be roughly grouped in the following three classes: class I (loadings
greater than 0.35) contains sites 7, 8 and 4; in class II (loadings between 0.35 and 0.30)
there are sites l, 2, 3 and 6, while site 5 belongs to class III (loading lower than 0.30).
This classification could be reported on the map of Figure l clearly showing a spatial
gradient of the influence of the river estuary o n the seawaters.
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Fig. 3.12: Loadings of each sarnpling site on component Bl.

The loadings ofthe components explaining the variation of data intime (third
mode) are shown in Figure 3.13. The first temporal component Cl shows seasonal
oscillations; there are positive values for summer and autumn, while winter and spring
months have negative values. Loadings on C2 are high and positive in winter, high and
negative in lat~ spring (June 95, May 96). Loadings on C3 are positive for May and
November 95 and December 96, and negative in June 95 and Aprii 96.
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The core array ofthe model {3,1,3) is displayed in unfolded form in Table 3.2
and

sho~s

that there are only three relevant interactions between components of

different modes, the ones for which u =w (see Appendix B).

Al
A2
A3

Cl

C2

C3

Bl

Bl

Bl

19.2605

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

18.1401

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

11.8597

Table 3.2: Unfolded core array.

The element ofthe core gn1 (19.2605) explains the interaction ofthe first factors
of each of the modes. The seasonal variation of the physicochemical pattem of the
waters (Al), related to the variation oftemperature, affects alllocations (Bl), according
to the spatial gradient displayed in figure l (waters nearby the river estuary are more
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oxygenated), and oscillates in time (Cl) between maxima in summer-autumn and

minima in winter~spring. During summer and autumn (positive C l), high values of
temperature bave as a consequence lo w values of dissolved oxygen in the waters (Al);
in winter and spring, the effect ofthe temperature is opposite.
The positive value ofthe element g 212 (18.1401) can be explained by the fact that
in winter (positive values of C2) the waters bave relatively high salinity, while
temperature, nutrients and phytoplancton activity are low (A2). The positive

g212

also

implies that in late spring (negative values of C2) the waters of the Gulf become less
saline, richer in nitrates and warmer (change of sign for A2), as a consequence of the
input of freshwaters from the Isonzo river, bringing nitrate fertilizers drained from the
agricultural soils; waters flowing through the soils become warmer. The high
chlorophyll concentration in the waters demonstrate that the physicochemical pattem of
the waters is favorable for the phytoplancton activity. Again the importance of this
phenomenon depends on the spatial pattem, described by B l. Since all interactions
involve BI, there being only one B component, this is true forali interactions and will
be no longer mentioned.
The last relevant interaction of components in the Mode! 3-1-3 is accounted for
by the element of the core g313 (11.8597), which shows that metabolic and catabolic
activities of phytoplancton (A3), consuming nutrients and dissolved oxygen and
producing pigments, were particularly relevant in May and Nov. 95 and in Dee. 96
(positive C3); in June 95 and Apr. 96 (negative C3), this decrease of nutrients and
dissolved oxygen is contrasted and masked by the river-waters input and seasonal
increase of oxygen (inversion of sign for A3).
The model gives usa highly detailed image ofthe chlorophyll production in the
Gulf, which is synthetic in the meantime. Since such models show effectively when and
where these factors are important, Tucker3 models seem to be suited for further
exploration of the complex pattem ruling the basic stage of the trophic chain in
seawaters. The model allowed also to highlight environmentally anomalous situations
by means ofthe examination ofthe three-dimensional plot ofthe temporal components.
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3.4 OTHER STUDIES:

WATERS ALONG SHORELINE AND NEARBY OPEN SEA

COLLECTORS

Two other data sets were examined.
The first one [64] reports data of metals and nutrients collected at 6 sites along
the shoreline with monthly frequency during a one-year period (1992/1993).
Some ofthe data about metals were those compared with older ones in Chapter

l. l. Site 2 and partially site 5 are affected by pollution from nitrates and silicates, sites 3
and 4 by pollution from metals and sites 2 and 3 seems to be polluted from ammonia
and phosphate. The PCA performed on both nutrients and metals, showed how the
correlated behaviour of different parameters contributes to explain the variance of the
data matrix. The highest loadings of the first PC are nitrates, nitrites and silicates, ali
parameters that could be referred to leachate of soils carried by freshwaters; the second
PC has high loadings for Pb, Cu and Cd, i.e. metals linked to anthropogenic pollution.
The third PC has high loadings for P04 and NH3, while Zn is mainly charged on PC4.
A further data set was examined in [65], and it refers about nutrients
(ammonium-nitrogen, nitrite, nitrate, orthophosphate and dissolved silica) as well as
some chemical-physical parameters (temperature, pH, salinity, dissolved oxygen and
total suspended matter). These variables were determined in filtered seawater samples
taken at the surface, at middle depth and at the bottom, in six open-sea locations of the
Gult: close to pipeline exits that discharge waste waters from treatment plants. The
collected data allow a comparison of the quality of these open-sea waters with coastal
waters, and constitute a reference for successive monitoring in these locations suspected
of pollution. A principal component analysis shows that the considered data set can be
modelled with two factors: the first one is referable to the marine environment, in
particular to the decomposition ofthe organic debris in deep waters, whereas the second
factor is referable to the input of freshwaters in the Gult: driving nitrates from
agriculturallands.
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3.5 COMMENTS AND DEVELOPMENTS
It can be noticed that the amount of data about nutrients, temperature, salinity
and dissolved oxygen available for the waters of the Gulf is relatively relevant, while
there is less available information about metals and other kind of pollutants. In the next
future, one of the further efforts to be done will be the building of an extended 4 way
Tucker mode! for the data cited in chapter 1.2, accounting also for vertical dynamics in
the water column. Some works is programmed also for studying the correlation between
~ata

about physicochemical parameters and phytoplanctonic ones. New data about

nutrients and physicochemical parameters collected in the Gulf should also be acquired.
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4. MARINE SEDIMENTS
THE HARBOUR OF TRIESTE AND OFF-SHORE AREAS SUSPECTED OF
POLLUTION
Where: We have focused our attention also on some of the areas of the Gulf most
criticai when considering pollution: (l) the harbour ofTrieste and (2) open-sea Iocations
nearby diffusors of sewage collectors. In particular, marine sediments were object of
various studies, since they can be considered as fina! repositories of many chemical
species and act as 'recorders' ofboth past and present pollution phenomena.
The harbour is semi-enclosed between a three-dam system and the wharves ofan
industriai zone, so the body of these waters has received urban sewage as well as
industriai wastes. Here the dilution ofpollutants is scarce, due to the shallowness ofthe
waters (l 0-20 m), the enclosure by the dam-system, and the scarce renewal of the
waters by the ascending, counter-clockwise current, that brings cleaner waters from the
Istrian coast. Up to the early ninety both the city and the industriai activities of the
surroundings discharged sewage to the sea after summary treatments. In this way the
harbour around which many of the settlements of the industriai zone were located,
suffered for uncontrolled inputs ofboth degradable and persistent pollutants, allowed by
some Iacks of contro l by the appointed authorities. The Capitaneria di Porto of Trieste
controlled the sewage discharges of a wide part of the regional shoreline, but not its
own 'home quarters', i.e. the harbour of Trieste. When in the eighties this contro! has
been appointed to the Regional Administration such a lack of files was discovered, but
the situation is no t yet regular.
Now most ofthe urban and industriai sewage is collected in a plant where it is
subject at physical and chemical treatments, and driven away from the shoreline by
means of a pipeline and spread offshore where the dilution effect is bigger. Other
similar collectors are either already operating or planned to start working soon, serving
the settlements ofBarcola, Monfalcone and Grado.
Geologists ofthe University ofTrieste [66,67] studied the sediments ofthe Gulf
also pointing at variability of composition (mainly with respect to natura! components),
while biologists [68] have evidenced anomalies in distribution of populations of
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sediment-dwelling organisms. Reports of the Administration of the Autonomous
Province of Friuli -Venezia Giulia [69] provided data about metal pollution in the
sediments of the Gulf.
Problems: As a rule, the accumulation rates of pollutants are much higher in coastal
sites, nearby urban and industriai settlements, than in open-sea environments, leading at
high stress for benthic life. It should be noted that sediments are sink for persistent
chemicals, (those often relevant for bioaccumulation). They show almost steady
concentrations reflecting some aspects of transient quality of waters being in contact
with them. The concentration of pollutants in sediments are higher and the
measurements are 'trustable and economie', if compared with those in waters. In
generai there is no need to sample sediments with high temporal frequency and there are
relatively less problems for what concerns the detection limits ofthe analytical methods.
The other face of the medal is given by more complex matrix effects and by the
analytical steps for the extraction of the chemical species from the sediment prior to the
instrumental determinations (i.e. for organic pollutants but also for labile fractions of
metals). Examining sediments, the scarcely mobile chemicals can be traced, and maps
of pollutants allow at pointing out sources and then often responsibilities for
environmental degradation. Moreover ifthe sedimentation rate is known, the exam of
different layers of sediment cores allows the reconstruction of the history of pollution
for an area. Ali these can be useful to assess the impact of human settlements on benthic
life. The contro l of the quality of the seabottom is particularly needed when marine
resources are exploited for food production, as in the case ofmolluscs breeding [70,71].
At last we could remind that in shallow waters, as it is the case of the studied area,
dredging operations are often required, but they can remo bilize pollutants, with high
risk for marine life.
Aims of reported studies: We have focused our attention both on metals oflithological
and anthropogenic origin and on organic chemicals as Policyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons and Poli Chloro Biphenyls.
We wanted to answer the following questions.
•

Do the trends pointing at environmental stress determined for benthic biologica!
species in the harbour ofTrieste match some trend of chemical pollutants?

•

Can we map the pollution pattem in the harbour and detect multiple sources of
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anthropogenic pressure?
•

Can we assess a:ny impact ofpipeline diffusors ofsewage collectors on the benthos?
Moreover we have studied some relationship between metal abundance in water,

clams and sediments in an area of clam hatcheries.
4.1 AN ANALYSIS OF POLLUTANTS IN SEDIMENTS OF THE HARBOUR OF
TRIESTE: CAN WE MATCH TRENDS OF ANTHROPOGENIC CHEMICALS
WITH SOME BIOMETRIC INDEXES SHOWING BENTHIC DEGRADATION?
[72,73]
During a collaboration with chemists and biologists ofLBM, the examination of
some data about the benthic populations sampled in 7 surface sediments, lined along a
transect going from the shoreline ofthe harbour ofTrieste towards the off-shore (Figure
4.1 ), showed how the bivalve Corbula Gibba was the only species being present in ali
the samples. The bio metric trend of length and dry weight of Corbu/a increased going
away from the shore, and this gave rise to the question if such trend could be related to
the presence of polluting chemicals in the sediments. The available surface sediments
were analysed with respect of metals (copper, lead, cadmium, zinc, chromium,
manganese, iron and nickel) first [74], and of organic pollutants, as oils, PAH and PCB,
then [73].

Trieste

l Km

Figure 4.1 : Sampling sites in the inner harbour ofTrieste.
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For what eoneem the metal eontents, a study on three different digestion
procedure for the sediments has been performed, and then detailed eonsidering 5 kind of
attacks [75] extracting different fraetions of the total amount. The labile fraetion of the
metals obtained by a digestion performed with HCI at room temperature was eonsidered

in order to find relationships between metal eoneentrations and biometrie parameters.
The examination of basic statistics and in particular of the coefficient of variation
(Standard Deviation/Mean Value), showed how coneentrations of Cu, Pb, Cd and Zn
varied a lot for the 7 sediments. The correlation matrix (Table 4.1) helped in deteeting
both a decreasing trend for Cu, Pb, Cd and Zn, and an inereasing one for biometrie
parameters and manganese, going from the shore line towards the off shore. These
metals were retained as pollutants, while the biometrie data as indexes of benthic
degradation.
Cu
Cu
Pb

1.000
0.850

Zn

0.5ll
0.983
0.286

Cd

Cr

Mn
Fe
Nl
Biom.
Leng.
Dlst.

-0.944
-0.067
0.082
-0.824
-0.893
-0.885

Pb

Cd

1.000
0.412
0.792

1.000
0.573

0.420 -0.431
-0.856 -0.688
0.178 -0.677
-0.137 -0.438
-0.663 -0.784
-0.671 -0.813
-0.728 -0.762

Zn

Cr

Mn

Fe

Nl

Blom. Le!!!· Dlst.

).000
0.261
-0.949
-0.105
0.112
-0.885
-0.928
-0.903

1.000
-0.249 1.000
0.698 0.216
0.346 0.051
0.084 0.854
0.082 0.913
0.121

0.880

1.000
0.139
0.298
0.387
0.335

1.000
-0.009
0.122
0.025

1.000
0.937
0.968

1.000
0.955

).000

Table 4.1: Correlation matrix for chemical parameters (labile faction ofmetals), biomass and lenght of
Corbula Gibba, and distance from shore.

A multivariate Ordinary Least Square regression model explaining the length of
Corbula in terms of Zn and Cd eontents of the sediments has been seleeted after the

examination of the regression statistics for ali the possible combinations of metal
pollutants retained as predictors.
The coeffieients of determination for the two models having highest coeffieients
of determinations are shown in Fig. 4.2.
The mode l Zn-Cd is the most predietive

<Rcv = 0.91) and parsimonious one that

relates benthic degradation with metal pollution.
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Figure 4.2: Multiple regression analysis parameters for modell (Cd-Zn) and model2 (Cd-Cu-Pb).
Predicted vs. experimentallengths of Corbula Gibba according to the Cd-Zn model.

The decreasing trend of organic pollutants as Poli Aromatic Hydrocarbons and
Poli Chloro Biphenyls going from the shore line towards the off shore matched those of
metal pollution [73].
4.2 CAN WE RECOGNIZE TRE PRESENT SOURCES OF METAL AND
ORGANIC POLLUTION IN TRE RARBOUR? [76]
The examination of the trends of pollutants in the previous study showed
quantitatively how the proximity of a sampling point to the shoreline is related to high
levels of pollutants. Since we have considered only a single linear transect going from a
wharf in front of an industriai settlement to an external dam we could claim for a point
source of pollution. Nevertheless some anomalies in the trends suggested the presence
of other possible sources. Some work was required to pian a regular sampling grid
having 29 points within the harbour (Figure 4.3), and men of the LBM collected surface
sediments with the oceanographic boat Effevigi.
Samples were analyzed in our labs with respect to metals [77] and organic
pollutants [78]. New reliable and rapid instrumentation has been used for the analysis of
the metals, i.e.

~CP

AES spectrometer. Ali the data bave been processed by PCA and

four factors exj,Iained 91% of the total variance of the data set. The matrix of Varimax
rotated factor loadings is reported in Table 4.2.
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, Figure 4.3: Grid of sampling points in the inner harbour ofTrieste.

AFT
AN
APH
B_A_AN
B_A_PY
B_B_FT
B_G_H_I
B_K_FT

co

CR
CRY

eu

O_A_H_AI
FL
FTH
MN
Nl
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v

ZN

PCI

0.93664
0.96356
0.98591
0.96847
0.84412
0.78081
0.59638
0.86126
-0.13508
-0.08101
0.94708
0.05212
0.78787
0.98074
0.97688
0.18389
-0.11026
0.39808
0.11736
0.97138
0.97192
0.08159
0.54942

PC2

0.07972
0.06224
0.01271
0.18465
0.45457
0.52559
0.46772
0.4035
-0.01669
~.2843

0.23478
0.89553
0.51564
-0.02176
0.16244
-0.11616
0.13238
0.73762
0.89123
0.01031
0.19307
0.44057
0.5935

PC3

-0.06772
-0.07364
-0.10976
-0. 10327
-0.13866
-0.14524
-0.14463
-0.13161
0.91949
0.8191
-0.1297
-0.10824
-0.13687
-0.00965
-0.07239
-0.0408
0.95454
-0.20305
0.16407
-0.05411
-0.07723
-0.03027
-0.25902

PC4

0.08374
0.10931
0.08823
0.10464
0.2053
0.20017
-0.3662
0.1393
-0.02295
-0.06086
0.14862
0.07438
0.22328
0.0546
0.04681
0.8658
-0.02135
0.45761
-0.12264
-0.01362
0.0781
0.72708
0.4289

Table 4.2: Varimax rotated factor loadings for the first four PCs and their explained variance (%).

The first principal factor (explaining 61% of the total variance) is related to
variation in PAHs, the second (13% exp.var.) to copper, lead and PCBs, the third (IO%
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exp.var.) to distribution ofchromium, nickel and cobalt, while the fourth (7% exp.var.)
to the distribution -of manganese and vanadium. The first three principal factors can be
recognized as descriptors of different typology of pollution, while the fourth one shows
probably a natura! sedimentological variance.
Scores for the four PCs were reported on the map of the harbour and the levels
ofpollution in different areas ofthe harbour computed by integration, using the kriging
method that provide Best Linear Unbiased Estimates [79]. Results from the integration
are displayed in Figures 4.4 - 4. 7.
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Figure 4.4: Contour map for PC l scores in the harbour ofTrieste calculated by kriging interpolation
based on Iinear variogram.
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Figure 4.5: Contour map for PC2 scores in the harbour ofTrieste calculated by kriging interpolation
based on Iinear variogram.
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Figure 4.6: Contour map for PC3 scores in the harbour ofTrieste calculated by kriging interpolation
based on linear variogram.
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Figure 4.7: Contour map for PC4 scores in the harbour ofTrieste calculated by kriging interpolation
based on linear variogram.

A source of pollution from PAHs (Figure 4.4) was identified at a point of the
shoreline close to ironworks (point 12 in Fig. 4.3). Points 23 and 26 appear as sources
for pollution from copper, lead and PCBs (Fig. 4.5); those positions correspond at docks
ofthe harbour. High concentrations of chromium, nickel and cobalt were found at point
3 in sediments nearby a pier ofthe old Aquila oil refmery (Fig. 4.6).
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The. obt~ed picture of the present quality of the bottom of the harbour should
allo w the appointed authority more precise controls of discharges in the harbour.
4.3 URBAN COLLECTORS NOW BRING SEWAGE OFF SHORE: IS THERE
ANY EVIDENCE OF METAL POLLUTION IN THE SEDIMENTS NEARBY
DIFFUSORS? [80]
In the last chapters we have examined the present situation in the harbour of
. Trieste, that in the past has been the main receiver ofthe inputs ofthe bigger urban and
industriai settlement of the Venezia Giulia.
It is important to observe that the scenario ofsea discharge in the GulfofTrieste
has changed since the early seventies, when a big collector, servingboth the city and its
industriai area, started to operate bringing sewage about l O km off-shore.
We consider some heavy metals of environmental relevance - chromium, copper
and zinc - as possible pollution indicators, together with lithiwn as a lithogenic
reference component. Samples were collected as surface short cores during June 1994 in
proximity both of the previously mentioned sewage discharge of Trieste and of the
smaller but older discharge ofBarcola.
We consider also a core sampled nearby another discharge, at present active in
the northem part of the gulf near Monfalcone, that was not yet built at the time of the
sediment sampling. This core has been taken also in order to have a reference for further
studies, focused on that area. Each core has been cut taking 4 layers in the first ten cm
and another layer at 25 cm. Metal contents were determined for each layer, and since
there are reasonable estimates for sedimentation rate in the Gulf, the exam ofthe metal
contents allowed to make some considerations on the history of pollution in the.
sampling sites. The three sampling points are shown in Figure 4.8.
The biplot shown in Fig. 4.9 effectively displays relationships between variables
and samples. It points out the high concentrations of copper and zinc, foUnd in upper
samples of Trieste (TS) and Barcola (BA), interpreted as a noxious anthropogenic
pressure on the benthic environment related to the presence of the collectors. On the
contrary, metal concentrations in the deepest layers are low, so that those layers seem
relatively unpo lluted.
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Figure 4.8: Map ofthe Gulf ofTrieste, indicating the three sampling sites (TS, BA and MO).

For the centre of the Gulf the sedimentation rate is about 2 mm yr·1 [81], and
since such rate nearby urban sewage discharges is likely to be higher, the surface layers
corresponding to the first 5 cm ofthe studied cores record really recent events (at most
25 years).
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Figure 4.9: Biplot where the loading ofthe metals are represented as vectors spiked from the origin, and
the scores ofthe sedimentare represented as points in the piane defined by the first two
principal components.
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We have discussed this data set in comparison with another data set [82], which
has been propose-d for giving regional geo-chemical baselines for the Gulf of Trieste:
this comparison is allowed since both data sets were obtained on sediments ofthe same

area with the same analytical methods.
The structures of our data set - referred to polluted sites - and of the set
describing natura! geo-chemical baselines of the metals for the Gulf of Trieste, were
compared and studied using a univariate robust statistica! test (Mann-Whitney) and
multivariate clustering methods.
Table 4.3 shows that the probability that data of chromium, copper and zinc
·,,

from two compared sets are drawn from the same population ranges from 0.0% to 3.4%.

Cr
Cu
Zn
Li

u

4.0
163.0
1.0
186.5

2-Tail ed Pro b.
0.0000
0.0340
0.0000
0.1070

Table 4.3: Mann-Whitney test statisties comparing our 15 samples and 35 samples from the
Covelli's data set.

The dendrogram of Figure 4.10 confrrms the exceptionality of surface layers
from cores sampled nearby the active discharges (cluster B), characterized by the
highest metal contents of ali the considered sediments. Moreover we can note how the
data set proposed as sedimentological reference for the northem Gulf of Trieste is
indeed formed by two well discriminated subsets, one clustering the coarser sediments
nearby the Isonzo's mouths (cluster A) and another the remaining sediments (cluster D).
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Dendrogram using Complete Linkage
Rescaled Distance Cluster Combine
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Ali these evidences suggest the opportunity of a more strict control about
sewage heavy metal contents before their diffusion in open sea, not to further
compromise the marine life at the interface seawater/sediment, and, indirectly, the
health of coastal human communities.
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4.4 OTHER WORKS: CLAMS AND METALS, DREDGING OPERATIONS
The characterization of sediments is useful also in other contexts.
One of the first works of our group about sediments concemed the
characterization of water, sediment and populations of Tapes Philippinarum with
respect of their metal contents as sampled in three sites devoted to the commerciai
breeding of such sediment dwelling clams, situated in the Marano Lagoon [71]. We
pointed out the site of A V A as the most clean for what concems meta! pollution.
Sediments analysis is required by law [83] when there is the need to move them
for some operative reasons, as, for instance, the renewal of some docks or the periodic
cleaning from debris of the waterways in lagoons. This is done since moving the
sediments by dredging could remobilize pollutants that were almost inert when
sedimented, damaging then aquatic life. During these doctoral studies sediments
sampled in areas that should be dredged were also analyzed, but results cannot be
published since the data belong to private companies that do not allow their
publications.
4.5 COMMENTS AND DEVELOPMENTS
•

Works reported in chapter 4 refer about higher leve! of pollution if compared to

studies presented in other previous chapters andare probably those that attracted most
collaborative efforts for sampling operations and chemical analysis.
•

Results presented about the harbour should be integrated m a Geographic

Information System, to be provided to harbour authorities.
•

The performances of Kohonen Neural Networks Self Organizing Maps [84] and

Generative Topographic Mapping [85] will soon be evalated with respect of mapping
chemical pollution phenomena.
•

Data about mercury water and sediment pollution in the Gulf of Trieste produced by

specialized Slovenian labs should be matched with those of other metals produced by
us.
•

The mapping of sediments along the shoreline should prosecute northward, covering

the whole regional coast.
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5. NEW FRONTLINES
Studies about the distribution of chemical pollutants in the environment at
regional scale are continuously progressing, and both well-established methods of data
analysis are applied at new case studies, and newer methods are applied at old data so to
obtain more information.
5.1 METHODOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTS
While gathering information and building principal component models many
suggestions have been given by other modellers; new ideas come to mind, all aimed at
obtaining informative and friendly tools to characterize the distribution of chemical
species in the environment and to support strategies of decision makers.
Some hints about the routes that will be covered hopefully are here only
mentioned.
We could note that:
•

Recent and efficient methods of pattem recognition techniques could be used; the

ones based on neural networks pro vide some examples [86].
•

In some of the considered ecosystems there are fmally sufficient number of

estimates of concentrations of chemicals, that should be now possible to start building
hard models (using differential equations) to simulate the behaviour of chemicals in the
environment [87].
•

Available data could be implemented o n Geographic Information Systems. The

mapping of pollution in the harbour ofTrieste could pro vide the first example.
•

Bayesian statistics [88] could improve the predictive power of the models.

Environmental management needs models to evaluate risks of chemical pollution.
5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS TO BE STUDIED
The borders of the area object of our studies are widening, and different
environmental compartments are next to be studied.
Recently we have also started to direct an important part of our research towards
aquatic systems ofthe Friuli, moving westward from our home quarters.
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Collabora~ions

with personnel of some of the 'Presidii Multizonali di

Prevenzione', whose labs produce data about environmental quality, bave provided
some data sets. These institutions report data for those chemical parameters tbat must be
controlled to allo w potability [89] of waters, atrazines and other herbicides in the waterbearing stratum, sampled at severa! wells ali around the Friuli, in various seasonal
situations.
A problem that will be soon addressed by our group is related to the evaluation
ofimpact ofthe solid waste discharges on the water-bearing stratum, in wells along the
Ime of springs going from Codroipo to Palmanova.
Another task tbat will be accomplished is the study oftwo rivers, the Stella and
the Aussa-Como, flowing in areas baving different productive patterns, and then in the
wetlands ofthe Lagoon of Grado and Marano. The study is sponsored by the ANPA
(National Agency for the Protection of the Environment). Its main aim is to provide
guidelines for the development of multivariate criteria of classification for water and
sediments of the water courses, based on their chemical-physical composition; data
collected by the University ofCatania (Sicily) will be used to validate the criteria.
Moreover, the administration ofthe Province ofTrieste asked us to analyze data
coming from a system highly different from those up to no w considered: the atmosphere
of the city of Trieste. Data bave been collected mainly by automatic sampling and
analyzing devices, baving fixed positions in the city.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
V arious orders of conclusions can be drawn from this series of case studies
about the analysis of environmental chemical physical data.
First the CHEMICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES OBTAINED
FROM THE CASE STUDIES should be mentioned. We have controlled either ali the
chain of production of environmental chemical information from sampling to data

..

·

analysis or only its last steps. Results will be briefly resumed in the fo llowing.
Chapters 2.2 and 2.3 witness how the physico-chemical factors determining the
variations of the parameters selected to describe the evolution of the quality of waters
in karstic springs can be recognised, pointing at their temporal and spatial influence. In
particular chapter 2.3 describes an effective strategy to identify a model based on the
principal chemical, temporal and spatial ractors extracted from the considered data
set, that has good fit and parsimony performances. It is selected after the examination of
the possible Tucker3 an d PARAFAC models.
In chapter 2.1 the examination of the discriminating power or trace metals
with respect to ditTerent hydrologic situations has been performed on waters
collected at three karstic springs being very close each other. Some results were
promising, as for instance the identification of lead as the most discriminating element
in the examined pool, but further studies in this direction have not been performed,
since the analytical method being used (DP ASV) was considered too slow for the
purposes of exploring a wide area.
Chapter 3.1 introduces a study on the same pool oftrace metals, performed on
surrace coastal seawaters sampled at three sites in the Muggia Bay, in order to detect
eventual meteorologica! effects on their distributions. It has been shown how the
content of copper and zinc is higher nearby the mouth or the Rio Ospo during the rain
period, due to soil leachate; the temporal trends of copper and zinc were modelled
examining PC scores, and correlated to rainfalls by cross correlation analysis. Lead

has an almost homogeneous distribution in ali three sites, and this is maybe due to a
common main source ofthis meta!, that is atmospheric deposition. On the whole, waters
nearby the mouth of the Rio Ospo are more polluted with respect of those sampled at
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the dam system. Some evidence of a wind stirring effect,

diminishing the zinc content, was detected there.
Chapters 3.2 and 3.3 describe studies ondata from a wide monitoring campaign,
covering two years with monthly samplings in the Italian part of the Golf of Trieste
which is influenced by the Isonzo estuary. Data of temperature, salinity, dissolved
oxygen, nutrients and chlorophyll for different depths of the water column are available.
In the :first screening, cases having missing values, and the two parameters
(orthophosphates and total phosphorus) with too many missing data were discarded.
·.!

Graphics, as boxplots and biplots, were used extensively to display the results ofPCA.
Four components explained 77% of the total variance. PC l describes effects of the
gradients of temperature and density on chemical composition of these coastal
waters. PC2 describes the early spring phytoplanktonic bloom. The PC3 describes the
summer-autumn bloom, occurring in warmer but less oxygenated waters. PC4 is
related to the decomposition of organic matter. Temporal evolution and the spatial
pattem of the data were highlighted. Another study was focused on surface waters
only, and aimed at detailing with more precision time and space effects on the pattem of
these waters. Our strategy to select a three-way model having good fit and parsimony
performances was applied, and a composite treatment to handle missing values was
proposed.
Chapter 4.1 describes a study concerning the presence and trends of metals an d
organic pollutants in sediments of the harbour of Trieste, and their relationships
with alterations of bio-metrie parameters of benthic organisms retained as bioindicators. In chapter 4.2 a detailed mapping of the distribution of some chemicals in
sediments of the harbour is given, pointing at some of the land-based sources of
pollution. Chapter 4.3 discusses the impact on sediment metal content of diffusors
that bring sewage from urban and industriai collectors off shore. Some alterations
dating back at most 25 years were detected by comparison with data from a set
proposed by other authors as reference for unpolluted sediments ofthe GulfofTrieste.
From a methodological point of view in particular the power of three way
principal component analysis to elucidate environmental problems was explored, and
that of other factorial techniques was confirmed.
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Beside the .chemicai and environmentai knowiedge, some practicai experience
about PROBLEMS ARISING FROM DATA ANALYSIS has been gained. Some
generai comments will be done on this subject.
Recalling some ideas already mentioned in the introduction, it couid be noted
that data of good quality (accurate and obtained from a well designed sampiing pian)
pro vide the basis to reveal the behaviours of chemical species in the ecosystems by the
identification of patterns present in the data sets. One couid note that data modelling is
different from environmental modelling, since data structures should be interpreted
glving environmental meaning to results. Then in order to provide sound
environmental information, there is the need of various expertises; a very close
cooperation is needed between the specialists in the field under investigation (in the
studied cases: Iimnologists, oceanographers, plant and water-supply managers,
benthologists, etc.), the analytical chemists and the chemometricians.
Indeed full presence and cooperation of different kind of professionals are no t
actuated completely yet, to be euphemistic, at least for what concerns environmental
monitoring programs in the Venezia Giulia. In practical reality, beside the work of data
anaiysis, trying to gain the point of view of the chemometrician, these works bave
required that during this cycle of doctoral studies much efforts bave been directed
toward:
•

gaining the needed knowledge about the problem addressed and the system

studied;
•

interacting with analysts so to obtain the chemical data best suited for

answering to the questions under investigation (choice of species to be
determined, and kind of extraction method of chemicai from the environmentai
matrix), and sometimes to provide personally the data.
Different skills bave been developed so to cope with complex patterns and
behaviours showed by chemicais in the environment.
Major points usefui to face such compiexity are:
•

the building of a network of coworkers (needed to provide services and

consultancies), and
•

the habit to think in a multivariate and multiway fashion, considering

covariances of parameters and different points of view.
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For what concerns the last point, some multivariate and multiway applications of
chemometrics to the water systems of the Venezia Giulia bave been just resumed. The
tools of chemometrics are necessary to rationalise and reduce the dimensionality of the
problem under investigation, obtaining synthetic models and graphical displays also for
complex data sets. The role of chemometrics, often ignored by chemists, is of
fundamental relevance to understand the mechanisms governing the studied systems.
As a result of this cycle of studies it could be mentioned as an important point
the fact that recently many of the labs which are appointed for institutional

..

·

environmental monitoring in the Venezia Giulia bave been alerted about the need and
power of chemometrics tools by the works done. Collaborations started in order to
process the data they produce. Some academic low cost studies could effectively
support and stimulate refinements of expensive institutional monitoring programs.
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APPENDIXA
In the following, the the principles of Principal Component Analysis, useful to
unterstand many results presented in the previous chapters, and needed to appreciate the
main features ofthe Tucker3 and the PARAFAC models presented in Appendix B, will

be introduced. A detailed description of theory and alghorithms of PCA is beyond the
scope ofthis thesis, and the interested reader can referto [3, 7, 9] and to literature cited
therein.

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
In the experimental practice o:ften various variables are measured on many
samples and such measurements yields data that are stored in tables, where the columns
refer to different variables and rows refer to different samples. For instance, if 4
variables (e.g. temperature, pH and conductivity, concentrations of chlorides) were
measured on 6 samples (waters of different springs 1), such a table would appear as in
table A.l. In the jargon of chemometrics, this is a (6x4) data

matrix, in which

information about many variables is stored; hence the data are said to be multivariate.
When dealing with one variable only the data are called univariate, when two variables
are measured data are bivariate.
TABLE A.l

SQ_ring l
SQ_ring 2
S!!_ring 3
Spring 4
Spring 5
Spring 6

Temperature

pH

13.3
13.4
13.3
13.5
13.9
12.9

7.4
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.6

ec)

Conductivity
(J.LS·cm·1)

373
394
366
304
301
280

Chlorides
(mg·l"I)

6.7
7.8
7.3
4.8
5.4
3.8

lt is not an easy task to unterstand at a glance which is the signi:ficant
information contained in a matrix, also in the case of such a small collection of data.
Even more complex would be the discussion of a matrix as the one treated in chapter
3.2, in which 9 variables were measured for 909 samples, or in the case that hundreds
These data are a subset ofthose discussed in Chapters 2.2 and 2.3; they were measured on September
30th , 1994 at sapling sites there indicated as T2, SD, MS, MN, SB, PR.
1
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ofwavelenghts ofthe near-infrared spectrum were measured on hundreds of samples of
a certain foodstuff. In order to extract the meaningful information from the matrix and
to visuaiize it, one can use the Pricipal Component Anaiysis that reduces the number of
the variables making linear combinations of the originai ones. These linear
combinations are called also latent variables and are useful for feature reduction.
In generai when one anaiyzes a data matrix obtained from the measurements of p
variables on n samples (n>p), p principal components can be extracted. PC l is the linear
combination of the originai variabies representing the direction containing the largest
variation in the p-dimensionai space of the data, then accounting for most information.
PC2 is orthogonal to PCl and represents the direction of largest residua! variation
around PC l. PC3 is orthogonai to the first two and represents the direction of highest
residua! variation around the piane formed by PC l and PC2. One can continue
extracting principal components in this way until p principal components bave been
obtained. These will contain less and less variation and then information. The
projections of the data on each of the PCs can be computed yielding n scores for each
ofthe p PCs. It could be interesting to examinate the distribution of samples along the
directions of decreasing variation, then examining the scores of the first, second and
further PCs. These could help to see if there are some significant differencies between
samples that could be reievant for a certain problem. In Figure A. l the scores of the first
two PCs extracted from Table Al are shown.

ses
t

C\

c.:

D. i

-1

•

se6

FCI
Figure A. l: Scores of the five springs on the piane defined by PC l and PC2.
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In this example, PC l discriminates springs l, 2 and 3 from the others, while PC2
shows a contrast between spring 4 and spring 5. In this way one can examine
relationships between samples.
As it was already said, the score of sample i on a PCm is the projection of that
sample on the considered PC. In more detail, the score is the projection of the point
identifying the sample i in the originai p-dimensionai space of the measured variables,
on the direction identifying PCm. This projection is obtained as a weighted sum ofthe p
values ofthe measured variables Xij for sample i:
(i =l ... n; j = l. .. p)

(A. l)

The weights bjp of the sum contains the information about the variables, and are
called the loadings of the variable. The scores are linear combinations of the originai
variables.
The matrix notation for this, is:
(A.2)

A= X · B
nxp

nxp

pxp

A is the matrix ofthe scores, X is the matrix ofthe measured variables, and Bis
the matrix of the loadings.
The values of the scores depend on the units in which the measured variables are
expressed, thus making the results of PCA dependent on the scale one uses to measure
the variables. In order to avoid such ambiguity, the originai variables could be
preprocessed. Various preprocessing methods are suitable to deal with different kind of
problems [63].
For the example ofthe data matrix oftable A. l, the variables were standardized
so to have mean =O, and variance = l before performing PCA. One would obtain the
trasformed variables Z shown in Table A.2, that are adimensional and then
homogeneous and indipendent from the chosen

unit of measure of the originai

variables.

Spring l
Spring 2
S_pring 3
Spring 4
Soring 5
Spring 6

l temperature

-0.2564
0.0513
-0.2564
0.3589
1.5894
-1.4869

ZpH
-1.1010
-1.1010
-0.2752
0.5505
1.3762
0.5505

Zconductivity
0.7811
1.228
0.6320
-0.6888
-0.7527
-1.2001

Zchlorides
0.4723
1.1808
0.8588
-0.7514
-0.3650
-1.3955
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Equation (A.2) should be reformulated as::
A* = Z · B*
nxp

nxp

(A.3)

pxp

A* is the matrix ofthe new scores (indipendent from the scale ofthe measured
variables), Z is the matrix ofthe standardized variables, and B* is the matrix ofthe new
loadings.
The values ofthe loadings are constrained, by the alghorithms used to compute
PC loading and scores, so that the sum of the squared loadings equal to one.
In the considered example, the loadings of the frrst two PCs are indicated in
Table A.3.
TABLE A.3
PCJ

PC2

Ztemperature

-.09225

.98932

ZpH

-.93056

.31172

Zconductivity

.99475

.10201

Zchlorides

.93908

.29802

Table A.3 shows ho w PC l is characterized by the contrast between conductivity
and chloride contents from one side and pH from the other one; PC2 is characterized
mainly by the value of temperature.
If loadings and scores are plotted together, the obtained figure is called biplot
[54,55] (Figure A.2).

N

o
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FC1
Figure A.2: Biplot
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The biplot resumes the information stored in the data matrix by means of the
PCA. One could observe clusters of samples, or examine the effects of the variables,
considering the directions of the vectors linking the origin with the loadings of the
variables. If the vectors of two or more variables have very similar directions the
variables are correlated, while if the vectors are almost orthogonal, the variables are
uncorrelated. If the directions are similar but the orientation is opposite, there is
negative correlation between the variables. Moreover one could compare the directions
of vectors linking the origin and a loading with vectors linking origin and scores; if the
directions are similar the variable is important to charachterize the samples. If the
orientation is the same, and the projection of the score vector on the loading vector is
high, than the value of that variable for that sample is high when compared to other
sample of the data set. In Figure A.2, it is evident the correlation between chlorides,
conductivity and pH, which is positive between the frrst two, that are negatively
correlated to the third one. Samples from spring l and 2 have relatively high values of
conductivity and chlorides, while samples from spring 3, 4 and 5 bave relatiyely high
values of pH. The sample from spring 5 has a relatively high value of temperature while
for that of spring 6 the value is lo w. In this way the most relevant information stored in
the data matrix reported in table A. l is visualized.
Sometimes the interpretation ofthe results ofPCA could be simplified by proper
rotation of the Principal Components; here it will be simply mentioned o ne of the most
used orthogonal rotation which is called Varimax [90]. This rotation maximizes the
absolute value of the loading of each variable so that this is high on one of the PCs
retained for interpretation only.
Resuming, the data matrix X, having (nxp) data is preprocessed, yielding a (nxp)
data matrix Z. The matrix Z is then factorized as:
(A.4)

The data matrix (after a preprocessing) has been decomposed in a sco re matrix
A*, and in a loading matrix, B *. Retaining only the frrst k principal components (k<p), it

is possible to discard components explaining minor amount of variation of the data and
then containing less information, possibly noise. Criteria to select the number of
components are discussed in [91].
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The Principal Component Analysis is related to a method of matrix
decomposition known as singular value decomposition, and the examination of the
results of this last method could provide a better understanding of PCA. Any data
matrix X can be decomposed as:

X=UWVT

(A.5)

where U is related to scores of the samples, V is reated to the loadings of the
measured variables, W is related to the variation explained by successive linear
combinations of originai variables accounting for less and less information.
As stated previously, it is common use to pretreat data, then decomposing Z
instedad ofX.
Z

=U

W VT

(A.6)

nxp nxp pxp pxp
W is a square diagonal matrix with dimension pxp; only elements on the
diagonal are different from zero, and from top to bottom they could be called Wt, w2,
... wp. They are ranked so that Wt> w2> ... >wp. W can be seen as a weight matrix in
which the weights are ranked in descending order of magnitude on the diagonal from
top to bottom. It is called the singular values matrix.
In PCA the eigenvalue matrix A is used instead of W. The elements of Aare the
eigenvalues A for which Ai =

w? or in matrix notation A= W

The dimension of the

square eigenvalue matrix is equal to the number of originai variables and to the total
number oflatent variables. The eigenvalues are associated each with a PC (e.g. A1 is the
eigenvalue of PC l), and each one represent the variation of data along its own PC. The
eigenvalues explain successively less informations and are associated with successively
less important principal components. The sum of the eigenvalues is equal to the sum of
ali the variances along the principal components, or in other words the trace of the
eigenvalue matrix is equal to the total variance of the data. A measure of importance of
each principal component can be obtained computing its % of explained variance, as
(Ak.ltrace(A))x I 00.
U and V are the two sets of left and right singular vectors. V is the matrix of
eigenvectors associated with the matrix of eigenvalues A. U is the normalized score
matrix. Both U _and V are orthonormal matrices (they are orthogonal and normalized).
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Multiplying the normalized score matrix U with the weihts W yields the unnormalized score matrix A*
A*=UW
nxp

(A.7)

nxp pxp

Recalling the equation .A.6:
(A.8)
nxp

nxp pxp

V in this case has the same meaning ofB * of (eq. A.4), and then:
Z=A*·B*T

(A.9)

When not ali the eigenvectors are included, but only the k eigenvectors that are
considered significant, eq. (A.9 is no longer correct, and it should be replaced by:
Z = A*·B*T+ E

(A. IO)

nxp nxp pxp nxp

where E is the matrix of errors, due to not including ali eigenvectors.
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THREE WAY PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS.
As it has been reported in Appendix A, the Principal Component Analysis can

be considered as a tool for the feature reduction of data tables in which usually each
column identifies a variables, while each row identifies a sample on which the variables
has been determined. Variables and samples are the two ways, or modes, used to
·.

identify the data. Data could also be organized in a more complex fashion than using a
simple 2 way table. For instance, p different variables could be determined on n
different samples, then producing a data table, or,

ma more formai jargon, a (nxp) data

matrix. Such determination could be performed on the same samples in q different
conditions, each producing a data matrix. In this case the three ways identifying the data
are the variables, the samples and the conditions.

condition q

n

.

-----~

p

condition 2
conditi.on 1

Figure A.3 : A three way data array where p variables where measured on n samples at q
different conditions.

It could be interesting to extract the main features of the variable mode, of the

sample mode, as well as those of the condition mode. There is the need to find some
way to deal with such a data collection extracting the principal component of each of
the modes, and more it would be appreciated to know i.e. which component describing
experimental variables is important fora certain component describing samples and for
a specific component describing conditions.
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One way t~ handle the problem is to reduce this to a 2 way problem, and then to
apply the classical PCA. This method is based on the 'unfolding ofthe three way data
array into two way matrices', and it has been called the Tuckerl model [92], from the
name of L.R. Tucker, a psycometrician who started to study N way problems in the
early sixties.
The obtained set of (nxpxq) data could be structured as a new overall matrix
having p columns and (nxq) rows (Figure A.4), or n columns and (pxq) rows, or, at
least, as a matrix having q coiumns and (nxp) rows 1•
p

1

n
2n

3n

.
l

nxJ
Figure A.x: a (nxpxq) data array unfolded as a ((nxq), p) matrix.

On each ofthe three possible overall data matrices one could apply the known
algorithms to extract three PC loading matrices, A, B and C. Matrices A, B and C have
respectively (nxr), (pxs) and (qxt) eiements, where r < n, s < p and t < q. In this way
each mode has been compressed using r new variabies (i.e. components being linear
combinations ofthe originai experimentai variabies) instead ofthe originai n, s instead
ofp, t instead of q. In the Tuckerl model, the matrices A, B and C are independent of
each other [36], and it is not possible to know the reievance of the interactions between
components of the different modes, i. e. to know which variable component is important
for a certain sample component and for a specific condition component.
For particular cases it can be sufficient to consider the PC extraction from one
only ofthe unfolded matrices (e.g. that having p columns and (nxq) rows, as we did in
Chapter 2.2 [33]). In these cases the features ofthe modes that are stili mixed (e.g. the
1

In some softwares [93 ], it is preferred to prepare the data for multiway analisis flipping columns and
rows, and then getting a number of rows smaller than the number of columns, to respect the
computational syntax of the used alghorithms.
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mode of sampies and those of conditions) can be detected for instance inspecting the
score piots. In generai the information referred to the modes that are mixed is not
cieariy resoived, in the sense that it couid be hard to recognize which is the contribution
of the two modes to the determination of the vaiues of the scores. Interpretative
probiems couid then arise.
Other extensions of PCA expliciteiy extract matrices of components for each of
the modes, and give information about interactions between components of different
mode s.
These are e.g. the Tucker3 and PARAFAC/CANDECO!vfi> modeis, and
sometimes are referred to as 'true' three- (or in generai N-) way modeis. According to
Kiers [38] and Bro [37], true N-way modeis can improve the data reduction
performances ofthe ciassicai PCA applied to unfoided matrices [94], since they modei
the data set with fewer degrees of freedom, and at the same time they keep the 3-way
structure of the information.
We will in the following briefly recall the eiements of Tucker3 and PARAFAC
modeiing, which are usefui for our procedure of data anaiysis, aimed at finding a
suitabie 3-way modei for the collected data.
The Tucker3 model.

The Tucker3 modei can be formulated as a factorization of the data array
X={xijk} of dimensions (nxpxq), where, in the case studies reported in chapters 2.3 and
3.2, Xijk is the value of the measurement referred to the ith chemical-physical parameter
(i=l. .. n), the jth site G=l. ..p), and the kth month (k=l. .. q):
Xijk

=L L
r

s

u=l

v=l

t

Laiu • bjv
w=l

·ckw ·guvw +eijk

The letters r, s and t indicate the number of components seiected to describe
respectively the first, the second and the third modes of the data array, whereas aiu, bjv
and Ckw indicate the eiements of the three component matrices, i.e., A (nxr), which
describes the chemical-physical parameters, B (pxs), describing the sampling sites, and
C (qxt), describing the sampiing times. Each of these matrices can be interpreted as
loading matrices in the classicai 2-way PCA. The element guvw weights the products
between the component u of the frrst mode, the component v of the second mode, and
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the component w of the third one, and it is an element of G, an array of dimensions
(rxsxt), called the core ofthe model. The component matrices A, Band C are generally
constrained to be orthogonal and the columns of the matrices are scaled to have unit
length. In this way, the magnitude of the squared element of the core (guvw2) indicates
what is the importance of the interaction between the components u, v and w in the
mode! ofX. The last term eijk is the residua!, or unmodeled part ofthe datum.

@

~0

+

0

Figure A.S: In the Tucker3 model the array ~ is factorized as product ofmatrices ~ B, C and the core array Q

The Tucker3 model is computed by iterative procedures, called Alternating
Least Square algorithms [60], yielding three matrices A, B and C obtained from the
least squares solution of a system of mutually interdependent eigenproblems. The
algorithms are discussed in [10,36,60].
The least squares solution allows the partitioning ofthe sum ofthe squares ofX
as:
SS(X) = SS(model) + SS(residuals)
The ratio SS(model)/SS(X) can be used to evaluate the descriptive performance ofthe
mode l.
For the case studies of Chapters 2.3 and 3.2, the data array was preprocessed
following a procedure that standardizes to unit variance and mean zero the variance of
each physico-chemical parameter, allowing us to focus on the spatial and temporal
variations [10,47]. The X array was unfolded so to have dimensions (rxst), and the

(rxst) unfolding was centered and scaled to unit variance row-wise. In this way
differences in the physicochemical parameters that are irrelevant for the present
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purposes, being due to specific choices of unit of measurement and to the related
specific range of the data for each single physico-chemical variable, are removed.
Matrices A, Band C and the core G can be rotated so to obtain simpler models
[95] characterized by desirable interpretativity, in analogy with classical principal factor
analysis. Models having a core which is cubie (r=s=t), and have elements with high
absolute value on the superdiagonal (u=v=w) are simpler to discuss than generic
Tucker3 models [96]. Tucker3 contains PARAF AC/CANDECOMP as a special case
[38]: if an high degree of diagonality is reached, then the Tucker3 model is said to be a
pseudo-PARAFAC model [8] . For these reasons one verifies the possibility to obtain a
diagonal core for the Tucker3 models having the same number of components for A, B
and C. The diagonalization is achieved by appropriate rotation of the component
matrices, and it is an essential tool for simplifying the core array structure in order to
make possible the joint interpretation ofthe loadings ofthe different modes. The degree
of core diagonality -defmed as sum of squared diagonal elements of the core (g2uvw,
where u=v=w) divided by the total sum ofsquares- is maximized by an algorithm :from
the N-way toolbox [93] .

The PARAFAC Model
In PARAFAC [97], aiu, biu and Ciu (u ranging from l to r) are elements of
matrices A, B, and C that must have the same number r of components. Moreover there
should be no interactions between components of different modes having unequal u
which in Tucker3 model were accounted by the elements of the core (see Figure X).
This lack of possibility of interactions makes PARAF AC less flexible than Tucker3 in
modelling data sets.
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Figure A.6: PARAFAC factorization of the data array X in two trilinear components
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The PARAFAC factorization can be formulated then as:

=L aiu. bju. Cku+e
r

Xijk

u=l

ijk

The term eijk is the unmodelled part ofthe datum, as in Tucker3.
The elements ofthe matrices A, Band C which have the same column index u
(for us u will be l or 2), from here on indicated as vectors

Au, Bu, and Cu, can be

considered together as a triad or trilinear component.
In the case study discussed in Chapter 2.3 each triad individualizes how a
specific physico-chemical principal factor

Au is relevant in the sampling site factor Bu,

and sampling time factor Cu.
At last we could observe that the PARAFAC model doesn't suffer the rotational
ambiguities affecting both classica! PCA and Tucker3.
Ali the computations were performed in MatLab 5.0 environment [98], by means
ofthe N-way toolbox [93].
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